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FOREWORD

The Impact of Women on American Education is one of six curricular units devel-
oped by the Non-Sexist Teacher Edlicati.bn PrOjedt_(NSTEP) under a grant from the

Women's Educational Equity Act Program (WEEAP), U.S. Department of Education;

The units are db§ighed for Use in preservice teacher education programs; so
that future teacher§ can beCOme knowledgeable about issues of sexism and

skilled in approaches to alleviating this problem in schools.

Five of the six curricular units in this series were field-tested in teacher

educatibh programs at ten institutions of higher education across the nation.

BaSed on the results of the field-testing, the materials were revised prior to

diSSeMinatiOn;

This curricular unit was written by Linda K. Kerberi University of Iowa.

The project codirectors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of JOhn_Fiegol,

Education Program Specialist; WEEAP, U.S. Department ofEducation, and Leslie
Wolfe; Director; WEEAP; for the time and talent they contributed to the 'suc-,

cessful implementation of this project. Shirley McCune, Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary for Equal Educational Opportunity Programs, provided a constant source

of support and encouragement to the project and deServes special thanks.

The codirectors also wish to thank_the ten institutions and their personnel

who field-tested the curricular units in their teacher education courses.

These higher education institutions and instructional personnel include:

Demonstration Site

San FranciSdb State University
San FranciScd, California

ASa Hilliard; Dean

Florida A & M University
Tallahassee; Florida

Evelyn Martin, Dean

University of Northern Colorado
Greeley; Colorado

Art Partridge; Acting Dean

University of Houston
Houston, Texas

Robert Howsam, Dean

v

Representatives

Thomassine Sellers
James Bixler
Ray Roberts

James Byrd
Elinor Ellis_
Charles Stanley

Kyle Carter.
Michael Jacobs

Rick Newlin__
Katherine Newman
Dov Liberman



Demonstration Site

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

Richard Hersh, Dean

UniVerSity of Miami_
Coral Gables, Florida

Lou Kleintan, Dean

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Myran Atkin, Dean
James Raths; Associate Dean

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan

John Sandberg, Dean

American University
Washington, D.C.

Myra Sadker, Dean

Bank Street College of Education
New York, New York

Gordon Klopf, Dean

Representatives

Terry Bullock
Toby Edson
Janet Moursand

Jerry Felz
EveleenLorton
ziva Peleg

Paul Violas
LuAnn Smith
Karen Margolis

Norma Hungerford
Mary Cain
Mike Howard

Franz Huber
Donni Hassler
Martha Umstott

Harriet Cuffaro
Ruby Takanashi
Peggy Gold

ThebodirectorS further wish to ekpresS their gratitude to Bernadine and Bob
stake, University of Illinois; for their diligent efforts in evaluating the
results of the field-testing procedure. Other persons helpful in the develop-
ment and review of the materials include:

Linda Azarch,Rita Bornstein, JOel Burdin, Carolyn Dozier; Barbara
Finkelstein, Joy Gall; Meredith Gall, Ruth Garies; Donna Gollnick,
Suzanne Howard, Susan Hurwitz, Carol Jacklin, David Johnson, Bruce
Joyce; Michael Katz; Michael S. Katz, Linda Kerber; Howard Kirschen-
baum, Sue Klein, Patrick Lee, Elaine Melmed, Rick Mondschein, Con-
suelo Nieto, Pat Palmieri, Rosemary Rosser, Patricia Schmuck, Richard
Schmuck, Sarah Schramm, Susan Shaffer, George Struzynski, David
Tyack, Connie Waskin, Chantal Whitfield, Beth Wolk, and Joy Young.

ThP. cover photography was done by Peter Broomell and designed by Jaec3er Design
Studio.

Tom Hicks and Mary Jane Enterkin_of the_NSTEP staff are_due special thanks for
their continual support and tireless efforts in the production of the Non-
Sexist Teacher Education Curriculum.
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OTHER UNITS IN THIS SERIES

NON-SEXIST TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT--SEX-EQUITY CURRICULUM FOR TEACHER
EDUCATION

Myra Sadker and ToM Hicks
Series Editors

The NOn-Sexist Teacher Education Project developed fOur non-sexist teacher edu-
cation units that have been published; They are all self-contained units de-
signed for easy integration with teacher education courses; Each unit contains
objectives and summaries; as well as supplementary activities and discussion
questions. The units apply to the preparation of both elementary and secondary
teachers; and they include student activities and resources for non-sexist
materials.

SEXISM IN EDUCATION*

.

Rita BornStein
University of Miami

Sexism in Education examines the nature and impact of sex bias in schools.
This unit (a) presents a brief history of sexism in American education (b) pro-

vides information on the energence of the increasing awareness about sex equity

from the civil rights movement to the requirements of Title IX, and (c) focuSes
on the challenges to education in a time of 'changing values and norms.

The unit presents examples and case studies to maintain student interest.

Quizzes and questionnaires help students check their assumptions about and com-
prehension of the multifaceted issue of sexism. Through these approaches,
readers are given instant feedback on their level of information--or misinfor-

mation.

BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENT: OVERCOMING SEX BIAS IN CLASSROOM INTERACTION*

Myra and David Sadker
Aterican University

ThiS unit examines the research on sex bias in teacher expectations and pat-
ternS of interaCtion; It offers several classroom scenarios and gives readers

*Published in Sex Equity Ha%dbook for Schools; David And Myra Sadker; eds.

(New York: Longman, College and Professional StudieS Division; 1981).

vii



the opportunity to analyze these.vignettes for potential bias in the way teach-
treat male and female students. A variety of observation' systems are pro-

vided so that teacher candidates can assess the nature and degree of sex bias
in the real world of the classroom. The unit concludes with a detailed listing
Of resources to help future teachers counteract the impact of sex bias in their

own classrooms.

BEYOND THE DICK AND JANE SYNDROME: CONFRONTING SEX BIAS. IN INSTRUCTIONAL

MATERIALS*

Donna M. Gollnick
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

and

Myra and David Sadker
AMerican University

It is difficult to begin reading critically for the purpose of identifying sex

biasi as most of us haVe been conditioned to read information in textbooks as

if it were unquestionably accurate. However; in order to implement a non-
sexist curriculum, teachers must' first be able to recognize the biases that

often exist in instructional materials.

ThiS unit deScribes six forms of bias that often characterize instructional ma-

terials:

1. Invisibility

2. Stereotyping

3. Imbalance

4. Unreality

5. Fragmentation

6. Linguistic bias

A variety of exercises allbW teacher candidates to analyze passages from ele-

mentary and secondary school texts for sex bias; Strategies and resources are

provided to help teachers compile and develop non-sexist, multicultural mate-

riEls.

Published in Sex Equity Handbook for Schoolsi David and Myra Sadker, eds.

(New York: Longman, College and Professional Studies Division, 1981).
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PREFACE

FOr more than a century and ahalf; teaching in America has been a woman's pro-
fession; Four out of every five teachers in American schools have been women.
Women have found in teaching not only steady employment but the opportunity to
do socially important work in an atmosphere that has both challenged their in-
tellect and offered a reasonable degree of autonomy.

But historians have usually treated the American educational experience_as one
in which the main actors have been men. It is easy to see how_this could oc-
cur. Until very recently, most school systems reserved_supervisory positions
for men. Policy decisions were usually made by male principals, male school
superintendents, male state commissioners of education, Histories of OdOCa-
tional thought tend to emphasize the work of Thomas Jefferson, Horace Mann;
Henry Barnard, John Dewey, and Edward L. Thorndike.

These men did not work alone. They lived in a world in which women were col-
leagues_ as well as employees. The development in the nineteenth century of
free_ publid SchoolS open to all is the work of Emma Willard and Catharine
Beecher as wellas of Horace Mann Lnd Henry Barnard; the radical new curricu-
lum of progressive educators in the early twentieth century was devised not
Only by JOhn Dewey at the University of Chicago but also by Elizabeth Irwin at
the Little Red School House in New York, Helen Parkhurst at Dalton, and Hilda
Tabs in San Francisco.

Throughout the history of American education, men and women have worked to-
gether. But often they have also worked at cross-purooses; with a real sense
of rivalry, and sometimes harbored resentments--some expreSSed,_SOMe not ex-
pressed. For example; because the American economy_traditiOnally_devalUed
women's work, communities could pay teachers low salaries and find women will-
ing to accept them. This relatively cheap labor force_made_it possible for
communities to provide public schools relatively cheaply. At the same time;

male teachers could feel that women undermined their position in the job mar-

ket. The classroom was stereotyped as a place fOr women, and some men felt_
insecure

_

uncertain and nsecure about working in a "woman's profession." Sex made a
difference._ _TraditionallY, men and women have been distributed very unevenly
in the Leaching profession. Whereas elementary schools have been largely
Staffed by women, about half the'high school teachers have been men, and in
some periods almost all the supervisors have been men; Given such patterns of
diStribUtibh; women teachers could not help but know that the chances for ad-

vancement enjoyed by their male colleagues were greater than their own.

ThOSO fOattirOS.Of what might be called the social dynamics of American educa-
tional history have only begun to be explored. But there is wide agreeMent_
that sex is a basic category by which society is organized, just as race and

ix



class are basic categories.1 If we wish, for example, to make a general
statement about the educational opportunities open to a nineteenth-century
child, we need to know not only whether the child came from a rich_family_or a
poor one, whether the child was white or black, but also whether the child was
a girl or a boy.

Fifteen years ago, the historian David Potter observed that Americans have
been in the habit of treating the male experience as normal, and women's ex-
perience as the exception. This habit is still strong in most histories of
American education, as a glance at their tables of contents will show. The
impact -Of-WOmen-on-AMerican_Education is intended to identify some of the
points at which the traditional accounts need correction. It is not meant to
be a definitive social history of the professional educator in America; It is
an overview of the role that women have played as educators; and it points to
the ways in which the "normal" includes the experiences of both men and women.

The organization of thiS curricular unit is chronological. Our story is not,
however, a simple tale of uninterrupted progress; we should not content our-
selves with asking whether or not things improved for women. Instead, in each
chronological section we ask how sex structured professional opportunities for
educators -or, stated less formally, to what extent it made a difference, in
each time period, whether a teacher was a man or a woman. Because women have
often been seen as the most appropriate teachers for certain kinds of chil-
dren--very young children of both sexes and older girls -the history of pro-
fessional opportunities is closely linked to the history of classrooms;_ there-
fore we also comment from time to time on developments in female_ education.
It is not yet possible to write a definitive social history of the prOfeSsional
educator in America._ But it is poSSible_to try to recover the experience of
women in American schools. The information we need is found in dialle-8, in
local school records, in the newsletters of teachers' organizations; Much of
this information is in the memories of liVing people.

There are no simple villains. Sexism in the schools has always been reflective
Of sexism in the larger society. Indeed, some historians would argue that for
all their limitations; public schools have been the least sexist institutions
in American society. As Patricia Cayo Sexton observes;

Females are probably treated in a more egalitarian way in schools
than in other institutions, including religious, familial, economic,
and political institutions. In the modern school, females and males
attend classes together, and in approximately the samei_rather than
token, numbers. They compete on an equal footing and they pursue
essentially the same courses of study. [Their teachers are likely
to be female.] The sex-segregated public_ school,_ while it thriveS
in some other societies, has almost vanished in the United States.

1Joan Kelly-eadol, "The Social Relation of the Sexes: Methodological Impli-
cations of Women's History," Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Societyi
I (1976), 809-25.
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Virtually nowhere in the adult working world or in adult organiza-
tions is so little sex segregation present.1

Unfortunately, even schools free of sexist taint have not found it easy to
change the outside society. For its students once they graduate, the school
has been unable to prevent the structuring of job opportunities according to
sex (just_as even interracial achoOls have been unable to prevent the structur-
ing of job opportunities according to race). Nor have schools been insulated
fret the outside world. ASSumptien8 that contemporaries have made about roles
women ought to play could not help but be felt in the schools; The opportu-
nitiet open to women have been related to popular beliefs about the roles women
ought to play in society, what sort of education is appropriate for girls and
for women, and who the most appropriate purveyors of this education ought to
be.

This curricular unit offers a rapid review of the part women have played in
the history of American education; it gives special attention to the educa-
tional opportunities and limitations encountered by females and to those occa-
sions on which the fact that a person was male or female made a difference.
It is written in the faith that with goodwill and hard work, we may overcome
the distortions that occur when the world is seen through the prism of sex.2

I am deeply grateful to David Tyack, Barbara Finkelstein, Paul Vielat, and

Michael S. Katz, who, in their role as Non-S ,ist Teacher EdUcation Project
reviewers, offered shrewd commentary on an e. ier version of this work. I am

also grateful to Nellie Naylor of Hofstra University. The:isual disclaimer to
the effect that they are not responsible for my errors applies with unusual
force; occasionally my interpretation contrasts with that of one or another re-
viewer. The courtesy and generosity with which they shared their knowledge is

renewed testimony to the existence oif a. community of scholars.

1Patricia Cayo Sexton, Women in Education (Bloomington, Ind.: Phi Delta Kappa,

1976), p; 5;

2The implications of this phrase are richly explored in Julia A. Sherman And
Evelyn Torton Beck, eds., The Prism of Sex: Essays in_the Sociology of-KhOW1-
edge (Madison, Wis.: University of WiSconsin Press, 1977).
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SECTION 1: COLONIAL WOMEN AS EDUCATORS, 1600-1776

Why_should girls be learn'd or wise?
BoOks only serve to spoil their eyes;

John TiUMbUll

Few American colonists thought it was absolutely necessary to go to school to

become an educated person. The family was the primary institution for the
transmission of culture from one generation to the next. Ih the newworld;as
in the old, parents were expected to be the most significant teachers of the

rules of ethical conduct, the principles of- religion; and the vocational skills

- their children would need. Both fatherS and mothers had pedagogic obliga-
tions.l.

Colonial society was primarily agkidUltural, And the skills needed to maintain

farm and plantation were transmitte4.by example; from generation to generation.
Tasks were identified by sex; although young boys often worked at "girls'
taSksi" their -work patterns shifted as they grew older; Fathers taught bOYS_

most of the Skills they would need; mothers taught girls. Women's work was im-

portant in the economy of the household; if the mother could not teadh,_Other

women were asked to help; After her mother died, 14-year7Old XdZia Stiles was
sent by her father, who was president of Yale, to board with a_CoUntry family
to learn "spinning; milking, dairying, and etc. so as to lay the fOundatiOn of

A notable woman."2

The educational work of the family was reinforced by the widespread system of

apprenticeship. Young people might be bound out -for a period of years; and

theiz employers were in turn required to teach_theM a skill or trade: Often

these skills were general, such as "husbandMan" or "httswife"; occasionally

they were complex and sophisticated, such_aS kiVer pilot or surveyor; Trades

were also distinguished. by sex. Girla_did not learn to be river pilots or

surveyors or coopers or cordwainers; virtually the only skilled trade to which

a girl might be apprenticed was_seamatt088 or a specialized variant, like

cloakmaker. In some colonies, including Notth carolina and Pennsylvania, it

became a common but not_invariable practice to promise that the apprentice

would learn to read, write, and db simple arithmetic; these promises were made

less often to girls than they were to boys.3

In areas like_ Virginia and New England; where churches were strong, ministers

-acted as teachers. They catechized children and teenagers; in teaching Chil-

dren the Bible,_they often introduced young people to the world of print. In

Puritan New England and Quaker Pennsylvania, where the belief was strong that

each person Shibuld be able to read the Bible, parents -- especially MOthera
Werdencouraged to teach their children to read at the Same time that the



Children were taught the elements of religion. One young_ man who grew up in
Massachusetts at the end of the seventeenth century remembered hiS mother in
this pedagogical role:

My wither, who was a pious and prudent woman . . endeavored to
instill into [me] the principals of Religion and hblines8; . . .

she was unwearied in her watchings, instructions, adMonitions,
warnings, reproofs & exhortations, that she might bring [me] up
in the nurture and admonition of the Laird, . . . and when she had
caused me to read well at home, she sent me to school.4

EARLY PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Teaching children to read was sandwiched in during a day's work; for a fee,
women sometimes taught neighbors' children as well as their own The diary of
a young Connecticut woman; written shortly before the Revolution, suggests the
place of this sort of teaching in her day's work:

Fix'd gown for Prude--Mend Mother's Riding-hood--Spun short
thread-- . . . Spun thread to whiten, Set a Red dye,--Had two
scholars from Mrs. Taylor's,--I carded two pounds of whole wool--5

Arrangements like these could blend imperceptibly into small private schools.
These private schools developed most frequently in northern toNns_and in cities
throughout the colonies; one historian estimates that more than 50 such schools
could be found in Charles Town, South Carolina, between 1736 and 1776. There
is scattered evidence of towns having helped stabilize private schoOls with
public funds; in 1682, for example, the town of Springfield, MassachUSett8;
agreed with "Goodwife Mirick to encourage her in the good work of training up
children, and teaching children to read, and that she should have three pence
a week for every child that she takes to perform this good work for."6

But most of these schools were independent ventures; they were one of the few
ways in which a middle -class woman could support her family; Women found that
they could earn money in their own homes by providing a blend of what we would
now call child care and the primary grades. Sarah Osborn, who opened her New-
porti Rhode Island, home to students when her husband's health failed, and who
accepted payment in services rather than cash, found that she had to defend her
career against the complaint that she risked neglecting her family. She had
undertaken her school, she asserted,

for soport of my family. And if in this time I Educate the chil-
dren_of poor Neighbours who Gladly pay me in washing; Ironing,
Mending and Making, I Imagine it is_the same thing_as if I did it
With my own Hands. I think my family does not Suffer thro my
Neglect tho doUbtless if I Had a full purse and Nothing to db but
LOOk after them some things Might be done with more Exactness than
now; ;7

2



Thus, informally .and prompted by necessity:some colonial women developed the
educational services: they had provided privately to their own families into an
economically remunerative venture.

Advertisements

This is to give Notice that Mrs. Sarah Todd has now open'd a School to Teach
young Women Writing and Cyphering at_the house of Mrs. Anne Dowding, in_Corn-
Court near the Dock matket, Boston ;_ Also will wait on Gentlemen's Children at
their Houses if desired, between School Hours.

At the same House young Gentlewomen are Boarded and all sorts. of Needle work
is taught.

Boston Gazette,- May 24, 1736

A Boarding School for the:EduCation of_Young_Ladiesi Will be Opened_, . . at_

the House opposite the Rev. Mt, COoper'S in New Church Street, by_Mrs. Duneau,
a Gentlewoman come from England, Who has brdught up many Ladies of Rank_and
Distinction . . . Teaching the French and English Languages grammatically-,
Geography--History--and many instructing Amusements to improve the Mind--with
all Sorta of fashionable Needle Work.

South Carolina Gazette, May 17; 1770

The curricula Of these schools varied with the talents of the schoolmistress.
Only a very few developed into fashionable boarding'schools at which dancing
And Ftehth were taught. Most offered to teach little more-than the rudiments
of li-teracy; These teachers were, after all, teaching reading and writing in
a society that did not yet define universal public education as a major goal;
even in New England; only cautious steps were being taken in that direction.

DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATING FEMALES AND MALES

It is difficult to estimate how many colonists knew_how to read and write.
Scholars often try to get a rough_estimate_by counting signatures on wills and
deeds. There are problems with this method, thOugh, because reading was taught
before writing--as it is to this day- -and many people apparently learned to
read but not to write. MoreOver, the fact that a person could, with care,
scratch out a signature did not necessarily mean that he or she could read
-fluehtly

There is general agreement, however, that only a minority of white male colo-
niStS in the firSt half of the seventeenth century could read and write, and
that the, number of literate men grew steadily throughout the seventeenth and



eighteenth centuries. People who lived in cities were more apt to learn to
read than countryfolk; people in the North more than people in the South. But
Whether urban or.rural, northern or southern; a woman was considerably less
likely than her brother or husband to be able to read; One historian estimates
that "a large majority of seventeenth century women in Virginia were totally
illiterate," and another that at a time when three out of every five men in
Virginia could sign their names, only one out of every three women could. By

the eve of the Revolution; when perhaps 80 percent of Boston's adult men could
read; less than 50 percent of its adult women could.8

How are we to explain this discrepancy? It is surely linked to the general_
understanding that women were best suited to domestic life, where_their work
rarely required complex learning. Those who did support instruction in read-
ing, writing, and simple arithmetic for women_usually justified their position
by saying that fluency in these skills would help_a woman become a better
housewife, better able to manage a household. A literate woman could, they
reasoned, keep lists of recipes and medical remedies, ,and maintain simple ac-
counts; a religious woman should be able to read her Bible: But even support-
ers of education for girls rarely went further than that. The insistence that
a woman be educated enough to_readand to teach her children to read was, iron-
ically, accompanied by suspicion of more extensive learning in women.

Throughout_ colonial society; in the North and in the South; the same paired
contradiction could be found: basic literacy was to be encouraged in women:,
but sustained higher learning was to be discouraged; Americans brought with
them to the new world the ancient belief that women were incapable of abstract
thought -that indeed, excessive mental exercise was literally dangerous to
women's health. When Gov. John Winthrop of Massachusetts learned that a
friend's wife had gone mad; he was not surprised. Winthrop was quick to AS-

cribe her malady to excessive reading:

If she had attended to her household affairs and such things_as be-
long to women, and not gone out of her_way and calling to Meddle in
such things as are proper for men, [if] she had kepther_Wits, [she]

might have improved them usefully and honorably in the place that
God had set her.9

Thus it did not seem odd to Atherican colonists that (a) although boys and girls

received their earliest schooling together, advanced formal education was re-
served for boys, and (b) the teachers of advanced work were men. (Most chil-

dren, of either sex, ceased their formal education when they had learned to

read and write.) The famous Massachusetts school law of 1647, which required

every town of 50 families to hire a schoolmaster who would teach all the chil-
dren to read and write, also required every town of 100 families to establiSh

a grammar school "to instruct youth so far as they may be fitted for the uni-

versity." The town of Roxbury, Massachusetts, established_a_school because
the community recognized "how necessary the education of their children in

literature [would] be; to fit them for public service, both in church and com-

monwealth; in succeeding ages." New Haven's grammar schools were intended
"for the instruction of hopeful youths in the Latin tongue." All implied that

the preparation was for boys only. Occasionally a town troubled to spell it
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out. Ond COnnecticUt town passed a law providing for a school for "all such
children as shall be sent to it," but the next year nervously amended the law:
"by all such is to be understood only male children;"10

SiMilar disparities between male education and female education were found in
the Sbuth, where publicly supported schools were slow to form. The best-
educated children were the sons and daughters of planters who hired a tutor to
reside in their home; Usually the tutor taught young girls along with their
brothers; but as the -boys grew older; they were put to the classics; from which

girls were excused; 11 In the South; as in the North, knowledge of Greek and
Latin was regarded as an essential element of higher education., partly because
works of politics and philosophy were still untranslated; but more important,
because knowledge of Latin had long been taken to be the mark of an educated
man. Latin was thought to be a tool of learning and a gateway to_complex
thought. The exclusion of women from access to the classics and from colleges
was related to the assumption that the professions_of medicine, law; and the
ministry for which the university prepared its students had been restricted to
men for as long as anyone could remeMber. The exclusion of women was also re-
lated.to the popular belief that_wOmen'tbtainswere too weak to stand the

challenge of classical study, and that sustained abstract thought was best
left to men.12

The colonial experience stretched over 170 years and from New England to Geor-

gia; educational institutions grew erratically over time and space._ Although

girls were never admitted to Latin schools or to universities, althoughlthough

there Were_nb institutions in which women might be trained as teachers, the .

participation of girls_as studnLs and of women as teachers increased over the

course Of the eighteenth century:

Town- supported grammar schools in the North sometimes admitted girls; more

Often they. began to hold sessions for girls and for younger children of both

sexes during the summer months, when adolescent boys were needed to work in the

fields (girls' work in the household--preserving food, making clothing- -was

more likely to be indoor work; done in fall and winter; girls could be spared

in hot weather).13 Yet even these small summer_schools represented increased

access to schools for girls. They also provided new job opportunities for
young women; who were hired to teach in them.

As the years of the Revolution approached, more schools; both public and pri-

vate, were open to girls, and more women were teaching in them than had been

true in the,seventeenth century. Nevertheless; the old skepticism about the
capabilitiet of women's brains was very much alive.



SECTION 2: EDUCATING CITIZENS FOR THE REPUBLIC, 1776-1860

We must (if open to conviction,) be convinced
that females are fully capable of sounding the
most profound depths and of attaining to the most
sublime exellence in every part of science.

J. A; Neale

Patterns of American education were transformed in the first half-century after
independence. When George Washington took the oath of office as President', men
were much more likely than women to be literate. Teaching was thought to be a
male profession. Women hovered on the fringes, as teachers of the youngest
children. The overwhelming majority of students enrolled ix, schools were boys.
But within two generations, girls had gained easy access to primary education
and were beginning to attend high schools. The literacy gap had closed every-
where but in the South. By the time the Civil War began, teaching had become
a female occupation.

How can these profound changes in educational patterns be_explained? To_what
exten-did they reflect revisions in the way AmericanS understood the roles
each sex ought to play?

Several important trends were at work. Foremost was the widespread improvement
in access to schooling. This improvement, which affected both boys and girls,
was based in part on the fear that the republic could. not endure unless the .

"rising generation" was properly socialized and taught to play the part of vir-
tuous citizens of a stable political order; Relublics were thought to be risky
ventures; unless each successive generation was self-disciplined and public-
spirited, the state might dissolve in riot and devagoguery In the new nation,
education seemed to play a significant political as it continues to play
to this day in post-revolutionary societies and in developing countries.1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASS EDUCATION

Americans of the post7revolutionary generation paid a great deal of attention
to schemes for improving general knowledge. But different arguments were de-
veloped in defense of improved_ education for bOys and for_girls. Boys, it was
thought, needed education_so that they could be economically independent and so
that they COUld:develop their talents and their potential for public service.
In_contrast, schemes for_improved education for girls had little to do with
Self-realization or the development of potential talent. Girls; it was
thought, ought to be educated to be helpful wives; to be self-reliant in the
event of an emergency; and because as the mothers of the next generation, they
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would play an important role in shaping the character of the male citizens of

the republic. Benjamin Rush wrote:

The equal share that every citizen has in the liberty, and the pos-

sible share he may have in the government of our country, make it
necessary that our ladies should be qualified to a certain degree

by a peculiar and suitable education, to concur in instructing
their sons in the principles of liberty and government.2

(Note that Rush assumed "citizens" were necessarily men.)

By the 1830s the argument that the republic had a responsibility to educate its

future citizens had moved from a philosophical statement to_an_active political

demand for free, tax-supported schools. This demand was_made by urban working -

men's associations in the 1820s. It was made into a national reform movement
in the 1830s and 1840s by Horace Mann, the secretary of the Massachusetts Board
of Education. "Education," Mann wrote in his finalannual report in 1848, "is
the great equalizer of the conditions of men . . it_gives each man the inde-
pendence and the means, by which he can resist_the selfishness of othermen"3
Although some conservatives opposed free Sehoelsas extravagant,manyindustri-
alists were prepared to join Manh in support of the schools on the grounds that

modern industry required a_Skilled and intelligent work force; "Let your com-

mon school system go hand in hand with the employment of your people," wrote
one industrialist; "you may be quite certain that the adoption of these systems

at once, will aid each_Other."4 Other conservatives felt that the immigration
of the IriSh gave new force to old arguments for education as a socializing de-

vice.

ThtS libetal8 and conservatives joined in support of free common schools; the

movement fet mass public education was composed of contradictory elements Of

generosity and of fear; It was both a democratic movement and_a product of in-

dustrial capitalism; it promised the social mobility that working people de-

sired and the more docile work force that capitalists hoped for.

The post-revolutionary argument that girls needed to be edUdated in order to be

more useful wives and mothers continued to be heatd; the new common schools
usually admitted girls as well as bOyS (although they seated the sexes sepa-

rately and sometimes had separate schoblS for girls). These new schools made a

major difference; one study concludes that the percentage'of whites between the

ages of 5 and 20 attending school increased frOM 38 percent in 1840 to 59 per-

cent in 1860. Girls_tOok_adVantage_Of the new opportunities; although school
attendance rates varied with sex (they were slightly higher for boys), with

region (theY Were_LoWeSt in the Setth; while white school attendance in New

England exceeded 80 percent in 1840);and with race (approximately 50 percent

of eligible free blackS attended New England schools in 1850; only 2 or 3 per-

cent of free blackS had access to schools in the South).5

A system of mass education on so large a scale required a teaching staff far

greater than existed at the beginning of the nineteenth century. HowWas a
large new staff to be recruited? Common schools b.2came_a major new -norce of

employment for women, who had few other options for stable jobs. to



reduce costs, school boards understood that women would work for salarieS_
lower than those offered to men; in antebellum Massachusetts, female teachers
earned fully 60 percent less than male teachers. Indeed it_could be argued'
that the common school system would not have developed had-it not been able to
tap a large pool of female teachers who could be employed for minimal salaries.
Horace Mann acknowledged this, though_he did not like it: "With our economical
habits in regard to all school expenditures,_itiS a inaterialfatt; that the
services of females can be commanded fbr half the price usually paid to males."
Gradually_ women replaced men in the ranks of teachers and were entrusted with
classes that included boys -as well as girls. meanwhile; literacy rates for
Women moved steadily upward everyWhere but in the South.

Otte way in which school districts
flies in town to provide room and
sumed that married women belonged
to arrange for an unmarried woman
tons against continuing to teach
carriage persisted long after the

kept salaries low was by arranging for fam-
board for a teacher. Because most people as-
in their own homes, and because it was easier
to "board round," there were often restric-
after marriage. (These restrictions against
practice of boarding round had ended.)

Not surprisingly, there was a high rate of teacher turnover:_one study_eSti-
mates that the average tenure of a teacher was two years. The astonishing re-
sult of the rapid turnover in jobs was that "approximately one out of fiVe
white women in pre-Civil War Massachusetts was a school teacher at some time
in her life!"6 Although detailed statistical analysis has been done only for
Massachusetts, it is probable that this pattern was repeated elsewherc; indeed,
the work pattern established in the 1840s persisted throughout the nineteenth
century.

"Boarding Round" in nichigan, 1863

Ih "boarding round" I often found myself in one-room cabins, with bunks at the
end and the sole partition a sheet or blanket; behind which I slept with one or
two of the children: It was the custom of these occasions for the man of the
house to delicately retire to the barn while we women got to bed, and-to dis-
appear again.in the morning while we dressed. In some places the meals were so
badly cooked that I could not eat them, and often the only food my poor little
pupils brought to school-for their noonday meal was a piece of bread or a bit

of raw pork:

Anna Howard Shaw, age 15

In the early 1880s, fbt example, a young girl attended Winter school in the

frontier town of DeStettNOrthDakota. At the age of 15, when she had learned

as much aS.her chobl hadtb Offer, she was asked to teach in a school at a

neighboring eettlement; The school:had only a handful of children. It was 12
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miles away; too far to travel back and forth every day; so it was arranged
that the girl live and take her meals with one family in the community. The
family lived in a one-room cabin; the young teacher's only privacy was a cur-
tain drawn around her bed. On weekends she went home to her parents' house.
When she married; three years later; she.ended her teaching career forever.
The young woman was Laura Ingalls Wilder; who was eventually to write-e long
memoir of her life, beginning with Little House in the Big Woods. Although she
lived on the frontier, many of her teaching experiences were not unlike those
of her New England predecessors of a half-century before.

THE GROWTH OF THE FEMALE SEMINARY

Thus far we have beF.: discussing_pUblic primary and common schobls, which ac-__
counted for by far the overwhelming majority of antebellum students.7 Yet well
befbie public schools became major emplbyers of women, women had begun to ex-
ploit the pOsSibilitieS of private schoolS as what one school founder called "a
road to eminence."

TeaChing was virtually the only occUpatioh open to women that made use of in-
tellectual potential. It had the added advantage of being an extension of what
mothers had long done'in the privacy of their families Taking in students re-
quired little capital investment, especially if one already had a house. It is
said that Sarah Pierce of Litchfield, Connecticut; began in 1792 with a single
student at her dining-room table; over the next 40 years Miss Pierce's Academy
enrolled some 2;000 young women, including some from as far away as South Caro-
lina and the West Indies. When the future abolitionist Lucretia Mott opened a
school in Philadelphia in 1817, her venture was frankly speculative. "We began
with four scholars at $7 per quarter, and have since added six," she reported.
"Our present number is ten, and we have a prospect of considerable increase
shortly."9

Other women traveled extensively._ For example;Eleanor Emerson of Northbridge,
Massachusetts, was only_14 when she began "herbeloved_employment of school-
keeping." She worked with "great ardour,_assiduity_and success" for 12 years,
holding schools not only_in her own town but in Mendbn, Leicester, BroOkfield;
Tunbridge, ChelSed, Benningtbn, and SaleM between 1790 and 1804.9

By 1819 the New York state legislature had received a petition urging it to en-
dow a state-supported female seminary. The proposal came from Emma Hart Wil-
lard, a young teacher who visualized a publicly supported female seminary as a
counterpart to male colleges; Willard argued that such an institution would
provide a hospitable milieu f-.)r the development of female intellect and for the
exercise of women's administrative talents. Women, she said, were "an essen-
tial part of the body politic," and institutions for their welfare ought to be
regarded as being just as important as institutions for men. Although Gov,
DeWitt Clinton endorsed her proposal; the legislature provided no funding.I°

Willard established her own private female seminary in the city of Troy; New
York, in 1821. In educating older girls she hoped to create a generation of
future teachers. She frequently accepted students who could not pay tuition;
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on the understanding that they would repay her out of their future earnings.
When they graduated, Willard got theM jobs.

Thrbughout her long_career, Willard was an ardent advocate of improved educa-
tibn for feMaleS and of the obligations of edudated'women to teach future gen7
eration8. A similar dream impelled Catharine Beecher; who opened her Hartford
Female Seminary in 1823. Both Willard and Beecher became innovators in educa-
tional techniques as well as spokespersons for the expansion of educational op-
portunities. Their work can be seen as congruent with that of Horace Mann and
Henry Barnard. Graduates of Willard's and Beecher's academies fanned out all
over the country, founding schools like those they remembered: Willard and
Beecher maintained a wide network of correspondents all over the country; rec-
ommending their graduates for jobs ani advising on problems of pedagogy and
curriculum; By 1837 Willard had organi%ed her correspondents into the Willard
Association for the Mutual Improvement of Teachers; one of the very first
teachers' associations in America; Eeecher founded schools in Cincinnati and
Milwaukee; her Committee for Promoting National Education recruited some 450
teachers for western schools.11

The founders of the new female seminaries were striking out on new terrain.
Since women were not being prepared for the traditional professionslaw, medi-
cine, the clergy--teachers could not assume that girls ought to have the same_
studies as boys. Less inhibited by ,traditional assumptions about what had "al-
ways been done," the founders of the new girls' schools developed a curriculum
that was sometimes less demanding but was -also capable of being imaginative,
even adventurous. This feature_of the schools is seldom recognized. Believ-
ing, for example, that learning Greek and Latin was a pompous affectation (and
because girls did not -enter the professions in which Greek and Latin were
used), the fbunders of the new schools did not offer the classics: Instead
they Concentrated on writing, English grammar and rhetoric, modern literature,
AMerican geography, and American history. At a time when "proper" young women
were usually encouraged to be squeamish about their own bodies; Emma Willard's
school offered substantial amounts of science; even physiology;

Because the usual textbooks were "so dry and devoid of interest that
are disgusted by them," the founders of women's academies were often
prepare their own collections or write their own teaching materials.
"from long experience ; . that children and youth imbibe ideas
when placed in the form of question and answeri" Sarah Pierce
history in dialogue form for the use of her students.12
textbooks in American history and geography were written
objected to the usual practice of beginning the study of
cient world. She believed
own country more than they
found no texts that suited

most
wrote a

children
driven to
Finding
easily,
world

Some of the very first
by Emma Willard, who
history_with the an-

that young women needed to know the history of their
needed to know about Greece and ROMe, and when she
her, she wrote some good ones herself

Indeed, Willard's teaching methods encouraged active, not passive; learning.
"8ach individual is to himself the centre of his own world;" she observed, "and
the more intimately he connects his knowledge with himself; the better will-it
be remembered." In her geography classes, the first assignment was to draw a
map of one's hometown;13
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Willard's sister Almira Hart Lincoln was among the first teachers in the coun-
try to allow her students to carry out their own experiments. Her botany text
was used in schools and colleges for almost 50 years. Acting was introduced
into the curriculum; instead of participating in pompous graduation orations,
girls read poetry or presented dramatic skits.14 Catharine Beecher criticized
repetitive recitations as "parrot learning" and insisted that women seek edu-
cation not -as ornament but so they could be useful and active members of the
community .15

TEACHING AND THE ROLE OF WOMEN

Even wbi.le women began,to displace male teachers_in_AMerican clasSrboms; the
ancient hostility toward intellectual women remained strong. This hostility

was deflected in part by the development of_an ideology that minimized the
scholarly capabilities of women and that defined different spheres for men and
women educators.

PzCiPonehtS_StreSSed that teaching was a natural extension of what women already
did_AS Mothers. Even those educators who did the most to improve the standards
Of feMale adlication felt no contradictioninannouncing that the primary goal
of the educated woman should be intelligent motherhood; Emma Willard, who had
demanded so much of the New York legislature; also assured her readers that "it

is not a masculine education which is here recommended." She promised that her
curriculum would be adapted to the "softer sex" and would include "domeStic
education" and "housewifery. fin

Reformers developed the argument that teaching was an occupation for which
women were particularly well suited--that indeed, women were better suited than

men to be teachers. Horace Mann cited "the greater intensity of the parental
instinct in the female sex; their natural love of the society Of children, and
the superior gentleness and forbearance of their diSpoSitiOnS."17

Female promoters of education for women--like Catharine Beecher and Sarah Jo-
sepha Hale, the influential editor of GodeyssLadys -Book---did not disagree.
They too believed strongly that women'soccupatia should be in "mothering"
professions: as teachers of,SMall children; as nutses; and as physicians to
female patients, for example. They did not believe that women should try to
enter the traditionally male fields of law; politics and the clergy. "The

great purpose of a woman's life--the happy superintendence of a family--is ac-
complished all the better and easier by preliminary teaching in school," wrote
Catharine Beecher; She made it clear that the entry of women into teaching
Was not intended to change traditional sex roles.18 In 1840 she wrote:

Heaven has appointed to one sex the superior, and to the other the
subordinate station; and this without any reference to the charac-
ter or conduct of either. It is therefore as much fbr the dignity
as it is for the interest of females, in all respects to conform

to the duties of this relation.19
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TEACHING AND WOMEN'S RIGHTS

Because teaching was normally understood as the logical extension of what
mothers did in their homes, female teachers were seldom criticized for stepping
out of their "proper place." As we have seen; reformers usually held rather
traditional views about appropriate behavior for women. But, as John Adams
once remarked of Harvard College students, "the spirit of liberty spread where
it was not intended."

Many teachers came to be interested in issues relating to women's roles and
status. When Lucretia Mott was only 15 she was hired_to teach at the Quaker
boarding school she had attended as a pupil; it was what we could call a con-
sciousness-raising experience:

The unequal condition of_woman Impressed my mind. Learning that the
charge_for the tuition of girls was the same as that for boys, and
that_When_they became teachers women received only half as much as
men for their Services, the injustice of this distinction was so ap-
paren'c., that I earls resolved to claim for myself all that an impar-
tial Creator had bestowed.2°

Eli2abeth Cady Stanton, who became one of the leading women's rights advocates
of the nineteenth century, had been a student at the Troy Seminaryi and she
always remembered Emma Willard's "regal self-respect (a rare quality in a
woman) .21 Stanton's close companion in all her reform work was ;Susan B. An-
thony. Anthony had been headmistress at Canajoharie Academy in New York, and
one of the experiences that drew her to the women's rights movement was find-

ing that when she attended a meeting of the New York State Teachers' Associa-
tion she was initially denied permission to speak because she was a woman.

Beginning with the Seneca Falls "Declaration of Sentiments," signed in 1848;
most women's rights statements of principle included indictments of unequal
educational treatment. Reformers emphasized that women's status could not
change until women's education was improved. The Seneca Falls Declaration com-
plained of the denial to women of "facilities for obtaining a thorough educa-
tion." In the minds of refbrmers, suffrage and greater access to educational
opportunity were linked from the beginning;

SUSan B. Anthony Tries to Address the New York State Teachers' Association

After having listened for hours.. to a discussion as to the reason why the pro-
fession of teacher was not as respected as_that of the lawyerimlnister_or _

doctor, without once, as she thought, toudhing the kernel of the question,_she
arose to untie for them the Gordian knot, and said "Mr. President.". If all
the witches that had been drowned, burned, and hung in the Old World and the
New had suddenly appeared on the platform, threatening vengeance for their
Wrongs, the officers of that convention could not have been thrown into greater'
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consternation. . . . [After a half-hour's debate the male members of the meet-
ing finally took a vote and granted her permission to speak: Anthony said:]

It seems to me, gentlemen,' that none of you quite comprehend the
cause of the disrespect of which you complain. Do you not see that
so lovg as society says a woman is incompetent to be a lawyer, min -
ister -or doctor, but has ample ability to be_a teacher; -that every
man of you who chooses this profession tacitly acknowledges that he
has no more brains that a woman? And this, too, is the reason that
teaching is a less lucrative profession, as here men must compete
with the cheap labor of woman. Would you exalt your profession,
exalt those who labor with you.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton et al.,
7he,Sastory-of-Woman-Sulfrage-

EDUCATING BLACK CHILDREN IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICA

ThehiStory of AMerican education must be told in terms of status and race as
Well as sex. This is difficult to do. Although Carter G. Woodson_wrote his
important book The Education-aEtne-Vegro Prior to 18-61 more than-65 years ago,
the subject has not yet been fully explored. Our understanding of the educa-
tion of black children remains hazy. Did black children use the same texts as
white schools used? Did they follow the same routines? In what ways did their
teachers develop the curriculum to suit their own needs? Nor have historians
explored the extent to which boys and girls had distinctive educational exper-
iences; although one recent research project reports that free -black women were
less likely than free black men:to be able to _read and write.22 An account of
the impact of black women on antebellum education has yet to be written, but we
can'suggest some of the themes such an account should include.

Slave owners were generally skeptical of education for slaves, lest the slaves
be prompted to question their status and ultimately to rebel. Literacy among

-..slaves was kept low by explicit policy; in 1740 South Carolina adopted what
Meyer Weinberg calls "the first compulsory ignorance law in America," severely
penalizing thOse who taught slaves to read." Similar laws were enacted
throughout the South in_the second quarter of the nineteenth century, in reac-
tion to the abolition ofslavery in the North -and to the effortSof Abolition-
ists to diStribute pamphl6t literature in the South.

There is, however, a great deal of anecdotal evidence that slaves struggled to
educate themselves and their children. Slave owners occasionally disobeyed the
law. Growing up as a favored daughter in a rich Charleston family, the future
abolitionist Sarah Grimke tried to teach her slave maid to read "behind a
locked bedroom door and by the. light of blazing pine knots; [WA were soon
discovered, and the lessons stopped."24 A very few women slaves attempted to
teach in secret; in Natchez, Milla Granson ran a secret midnight school. for
seven years; her pupils pursued their studies at enormous personal risk.25

Although slavery slowly eroded in the North after the Revolution, there re-
mained widespread resistance to the education of free black children, whether
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boys or girls. Public schools were often segregatedi those for blacks mark-
edly worse than those for whites. Blacks in Boston_were especially emphatic_in
demanding equal and nonsegregated education; in 1849 they directly challenged
separate schools. In that year, Benjamin Roberts arranged_for a laWsuit on be-
half of his five-year-old daughter, who had to pass five white primary_ schools
on her way to the black grade school. Her case_was argued eloquently by the
well-known abolitionist Charles Sumner, who claimed for Sarah Roberts equality
before the law. Although the Supreme Court of Massachusetts ruled against
Sarah Roberts) establishing the precedent_for the "separate but equal" decision
of Plessy v. Ferguson many years later,_black parents continued to fight segre-
gation. Five years later they succeeded in persuading the state legislature to
prohibit racial segregation in Massachusetts public schoo18.26

Susie King Taylor Remembers a Secret School

I was born under the slave Law in Georgia . . ._on August 6; 1848, my mother_ _
being waitress for the Great family. . . . My brother and I being the two eld-
est, we were sent to a friend of my grandmother, Mrs. Woodhouse, a widow, to
learn to read and write. She was a free woman and lived on Bay Lane, about
half a mile from my house.

We went every day about nine o'clock; with our bOOkS wrapped in paper to pre-
vent the police or white persons from seeing them. . . . She had twenty-five
or thirty children whom she taught, assisted by her daughter, Mary Jane. The
neighbors would see us going in sometimes, but they supposed we were there
learning trades, as it was the custom to give children a trade of some kind.

After school we left the same way we entered, one by one,_ when we would go_to
a square, about a block from the school, and wait for each other

Quoted in Gerda Lerner, Rlack-Women- in
White America

PriVate schools that attempted to desegregate met severe opposition. Perhaps
the best -known effort at desegregation was the attempt by Prudence Crandall to
establish a biracial school for girls in Canterbury, Connecticut. In 1833_

Crandall agreed to admit to her boarding school a young black girl who wished
to train to be a,teacher of other blacks. The parents of white students_with-
drew their daughters; Crandall recruited 19 more black girls and reopened.
This time the townspeople threatened her and her students physically, and they
successfully pressed for the passage of a special law punishing a_schoOl that
admitted blacks from out of state. _Crandall did not giVe up her fight until
her school was virtually destroyed by a mob and the liVes of her pupils were
at risk. Her bravery and the braVery of her students are in contrasttothe
extraordinary hostility of her contemporaries toward the goal of educating
black womo.1.27
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If black women were to receive an education they had to find a way of doing so
within the black community. The city in which this was most possible was Phil-
adelphia, where a prosperous and well-established free black community had long
existed.

Sarah Mapps Douglassi daughter of a prominent free black family in Philadelphia,
was an_early leader in_antislavery and in the education of black children. She
established a small school for black children sometime in the 1820s, and it en-
dured At_least_through_1838, when the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society
undertOok its financial support. In 1853 Douglass took charge of the girls'
priMary departMent of the InStitUte for COleted YOUth:, a Quaker-supported
school that continued into the twentieth century and became an important train-
ing school for black teachers.28

Charlotte Forten had to travel to Massachusetts to study to be a teacher; In

1851 Myrtilla Miner decided to open for black girls a school "endowed with all
the powers and professorships belonging to a first class school." Miner in-
sisted on founding her school in Washington because she believed the nation's
capital should have a model school for free black children. Abolitionists sent
her funds (Harriet Beecher Stowe sent $1i000 of her royalties from Uncle Tom's
Cabin) and the school opened; Like Crandall's school, it became the target of
repeated mob attacks; arson, and other forms of violence; the 40 black girls
who attended were always risking their safety. But the school was a model in7
stitution; indeed Miner was accused of "educating colored children beyond their
station." The, school was temporarily closed at the outbreak of the Civil War,
and Miner herself died in 1864. Nevertheless, the school's successor, Miner
Teachers College, carried out its work; in_cooperation_ with Howard University,
and was eventually absorbed into the District of Columbia TeacherS College.29

Many blacks received their formal education -in Sunday schools conducted by
churches; we know relatively little about the conduct of these classes and
whether girls were more_or less likely than their brothers to attend. We have
only scattered information about the attendance. at segregated schools for_free
blacks, and whether teachers were more likely to be men or women. Much re-
search remains to be done, and much remains to be learned about the educational
experiences of black women in the antebellum years.

rffCharlotte Forten was the daughter of one of the most distinguished free black
families in Philadelphia. Rather than send her to segregated schools, her fam-
ily sent her to Salem, Massachusetts, where she lived with the family of the
black abolitionist Charles Lenox Remondi and where the Higginson Grammar School
was not segregated. Her goal was to be a teacher of black children and to
prove by her own example and that of her studentt that, as her biographer__ -

writes, "a dark skin could conceal a mind second to none." When she was 18 she
entered a teacher-training school:
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Sept. 12, 185g. Today school commenced. --Mat happy am I to return
to the companionship of my studies, --ever my most valued frienda.
It is pleasant to meet the scholars again; most of them greeted me
cordially, and were it not for the thought that will intrude, -If the
want of entire sympathy even of those I know and like best, I should
greatly enjoy their society. . I Wender that every colored per

son is not a misanthrope. Surely we have everything to Make us hate

mankind, I have met girls in the schoolroom--they have been thor-
oughly kind and cordiaI_to me --perhaps the next day met them in

the street, they feared to recognize me. . . .

June-18, 1856: Amazing, wonderful, ,new. . . . It has completely

astounded me. . . . I have received the offer of a situation as
teacher in one of the public schools of this city,--of this con-
servative, aristocratic old city of Salem!!!. Wonderful indeed it
isl I know that it is principally through the exertions of my
kind teacher, although he will not acknowledge it. --Again and

again I ask myself -- "Carr it be true?" It seems imposSibIe. I

shall commence tomorrow.

Ray Allen Sillington, ed., The Journal
Of Charlotte Forten
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SECTION 3: THE RESHAPING OF MASS PUBLIC EDUCATION, 1865-1900

Ddh't etrer dare to take your college as a matter of
-cOUrSe--because like_freedom and democracy, many
people you'll never know anything about have broken
their hearts to get it for yOu

Alice Duer Miller

Alice Duer Miller's words were addressed to the alumnae of_a single small
women's college, but they might easily have_been intended for masses of stu-
dents in .a wide variety of educational institutions. IntheSeCtind half of the
nineteenth_century_many new -sorts of schools were established: primary schools
for freedblackdhildren and adults; black colleges like Hampton and Tuskegee;
large graded_schools set in complex, bureaucratized urban systems; vocational
PrOgiaMS_Within high schools; kindergartens; evening schools allied with set-
tlement houses; large coeducational public universities; and private colleges
fbk women. These changes in schooling were part of Americans' response to ma-
jor social changes: the end of slavery; the massive immigration that began in
the 1880s, and the industrial transformation of American life. Each of these
changes owed something to women's initiatives, and each in turn had a signifi=
cant effect upon women's status in the social order--sometimes to women's ad-
vantage, sometimes not

THE FEMINIZATION OF TEACHING

The feminization of teaching--that is, the shift from male teachere_to female
teachers, especially in the lower. grades--that had begun in the 1830s continued
after the Civil War. Familiar reasons for the selection of femaleteacherS
continued to be offered, composed in equal measure of economics and ideology;

First, since women had few alternative white- collar occupations, they continued
to find even the relatively low teachers' salaries reasonably attractive; Many
school boards, when their male teachers went off to fight in the war, shifted
froth men to women and discovered to their pleasure that they could run their
schools more cheaply.1

SedOnd, the claim was still made that teaching was especially congruent with
woman's domestic role.Itwas thought that a young unmarried woman who learned
to handle young children in the years before her marriage would ultimately be a

better mother to her own; and also that women's natural instincts to nurture
would make women better suited to be teachers. "It is the natUrd_of being of
the mother-sex to gather together into her care and brood over and instruct
creatures younger and feebler than herself," announced one theorist.2
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Finally; the argument was heard that gentlewomen would have a_refining influ-
ence on boys; "Sometimes boys would be spurred on to disobedience and open re-
bellion against the authority of a master, while their generous sentiments
Would be_touched with a feeling of chivalry towards a femalei" Horace Mann had
written;3 The belief persisted after the Civil War and was sometimes voiced in
terms of the civilizing influence women would have on immigrant children.

There was, however; much inconsistency in the ideas that Athericans held. De-

spite the alleged civilizing influence of mild-mannered women, it was also
maintained that women were physically_too weak to discipline rowdy older lor,is,
and that for their own good and for the sake of the school, women ought. to be
assigned to primary grades. Despite the alleged congruence of the role of the
teacher with the role of the mother, the stipulation that the female teacher
remain unmarried continued in many contracts, even when the practice of board-
ing round had ceased. Some school districts were especially suspicious of
married momen_teachers (though not of married men); In New York City, for ex-
ample, married women might not teach unless their husbands were incapacitated;
in 1904 women teachers in New York City were required to resign when.. -they mar-

ried:

NO woman principal, woman head of department, or woman member of the

teaching or supervising staff shall marry while in the service. It

shall be the duty of a District Superintendent to bring to the no-
tice of the Board of Superintendents the marriage of any such person
in his district;4

Apart from the obvious inequity of this rule, it had the effect of removing

the most experienced teachers from the classroom.

The flow of women into the ranks of teachers continued; by 1890 roughly two-
thirds of all teachers in American schools were women, and their numbers were

increasing. The graduation pattern of one_famous teacher-training school sug-
gests the national trend: in the 1840s, 57 percent of its gradUates were fe-
male; by the first decade of the twentieth century, more than 90 percent of its,.

graduates were female.5 There were those who responded to the feminization of
the teaching profession with fear and hOStility; "I think.it is impossible not

to connect a certain wildneSS of boys with the feminization of the schools,"
wrote_the distinguished psychologist G. Stanley Hall in 1908.6 The nation's

troubles were blamed on its female teachers; Wrote Robert Rogers in the popu-

lar magazine Literary_Digeet:

For half a century, the largest part of our young people have been

trained exclusively by women teachers. . . Fifty years of this

has produced a people incompetent to think politically_and_philo-
sophically; ; Our American thinking is feminine_ thinking, in-
culcated by women teachers, highly competent in detail,_ immediate
in its applications, rigidly idealistic regardless of the working
facts, and weak on critical examination.?

The Chicago Board of Education called in 1891 for "the restoration of the ele-

ment of masculinity" and encouraged the hiring of male teachers. With fear and
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trembling, Philadelphians noticed that they had 2,745 female teachers and only
126 men; a male School of_Pedagogy was established in that city in 1892. Sepa-

rate male and female teacher associations were founded. Groups of male teach-
ers complained not only that they were poorly paid (which they were) but that

female teachers heldthesalarieS down. In New York City a male teacher asso-
ciation complained that "teaching has been made a cheap profession" because
women_were able and willing to teach for little pay The association members
demanded "that all normal boys, upon entering their tenth year of life, should
be .. . under the direct control of a man teacher" and that "only male teach-
erS" should teach older boys.8

Even before these comments were voiced; however; a sharply sex-segregated pat-
tern of employment had been firmly established in urban public schools. Women
were tracked directly into the primary grades; men, into high schools and mana-
gerial roles as principals and school superintendents. The pattern of a wh4.te-
collar work force in which women held the lowest positions and were directed by
men - -a pattern so characteristic of the schools--was not dissimilar to patterns
irotherlarge contemporary institutions: in hospitals, where women were nurses
and men were doctors; in libraries, where women were librarians and men were
curators and directors. Pay scales reflected this sex segregation: primary
school teachers earned less than high school teachers; principals earned more
than either; Often school systems had pay scales explicitly graded by sex:
"In 1904," reports David Tyack, "New York paid a maximum salary of $2,400 to
male high school teachers, $1,900 to female."9

BLACK EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Black teachers faced schools segregated by race as well as by sex; In the af-
termath of the Civil War, they also faced the problem of creating schools for
the freed slaves who, having been denied education, were now enthusiastic about

making up for_lost time. Even whites who accepted the end of slavery still in-
silted that blacks should remain a separate caste, continuing to do servile

task. These whites were hostile to the expenditure of public money for school-
ing'blaCk8; whether children or adults; The resistance was only partly:due to
miserliness; much of it was based on the prediction that well-educated_black
,people would step out of their "place" and compete with whites more effectiVely

for jobs and social position. There was little interest in the South in devel-

oping high-quality education for black children.

Fora few years after the Civil_War, the federal government attempted to pro
1.1,50'serious schooling for freed slaves. Northern philanthropic agencies re-

cruited and paid the, teachers; the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned
Lands established schools and assisted the volunteers in recruiting pupils and
supplying them with books.

More than 9,000 teachers; over half of them women, taught in schools for freed

slaves in the South during Reconstruction.10 "No group of teachers worked un-
der more difficult conditions than did the Northern volunteer teachers of the

newly freed slaves."11 All.the teachers - -male and Temale; white and black--

were faced with ostracism and violence from Southerners who saw the schools
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as--what they indeed were--a sign that the condition of blacks was going to be
different in the postwar world. To volunteer in the cause was literally to
risk one's life.

Charlotte Forten, whom we have already met as_she studied to be a teacher be-
fore the Civil War (see Section 2)i went to the Georgia Sea Islands as soon as
they were occupied by federal troops. There she taught in the_newly estab-
lished schools for freed slaves. She was delighted and moved by the genuine
hunger that both children and adults, so recently enslaved, displayed for
learning.

Charlotte Forten Teaches at a School for Freed Slaves

Talked to the children a little while today about the noble Toussaint L'Over-
ture._ They listened very attentively. It is well that they sh'ld know what
one Of_their own color c'ld do for his race. I long to inspire them with cour-
agr! and ambition (of a noble sort) and high purpose.

The Journal of Charlotte Forten;
November 13, 1862.

Forten worked in an area from which whites had fled and
Union troops. Sarah Allen, a white woman who went from
teach in a black school in Mississippi in 1871; was not
ing only six weeks she was wakened between one and two
men who had surrounded her house. These members of the
ing

which was protected by
Geneseo, Illinois, to
so lucky. After teach-
in the morning by 50
Ku KluX Klan Were wear-

long white robes, a loose mask over the face, trimmed with scarlet
stripes. . . . They yelled like Comanche Indians They asked me
my name and occupation, and where I came from, and what I:was do-
ing, and who I boarded with. . . . They asked me if I had heard
'that they had whipped Colonel Huggins] and also asked if I had
heard that other teachers had been sent away; and what I intended
to do. I told them it was a very short notice; ; They said
they never gave a warning but once; that I was to understand
it . They said I should leave Monday morning. That

was . . . Saturday night; . They did not want radicals there
in the South; did not want northern people teaching there, they
thought the colored people could educate themselves if they needed
any education.12
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A Southern Editor Complains to a Teacher in a School for Freed SIaveS

Chronicle Offide
Charlottesville, Va.

Feb. 12, 1867

Miss Gardner,_I_take as deep an interest in the welfare of the negro race as

any one I am anxious to see them educated azd elevated, and am prepared to
give My aid to- further -those objects. The impression among the white residents
of Charlottesville is, that.your instruction of the colored People who attend_
your school contemplates something more than the communication of the-ordinary

knowledge implied to teachinc them to recta, write, cypher, gd. The idea pre-
vails that you instruct them_ip politics and sociology; that you, come among us =

not Merely as an ordinary-school teacher; butas_a political missionary; that
you communicate to the colored people ideas of social equality with the whites.
With your first object we sympathize; the secrnd we regard as mischievous, and
as only tending to disturb the good- feeling between the two races.

Respectfully,

Janes C. Southall

Re2rinted in David 8. Tyack, ed., 7Urning-
Paints in American Educational History

Blacks.who supported these schools were at even greater risk. Julia Hayden,,a

17- year -old black schoolteacher, was murdered in Tennessee for:teachingin a

freed slaves' schoOl. Charles Caldwell of Mississippi was murdered by a mob
because he had sheltered a'white woman who hadcome south to establish a board-

ing school for black girls.__The teacher, -Sarah Ann Dickey, persisted with her

school and cared for Caldwell's orphaned daughter; many of her students went

on to teach in black elementary schools throughout the South ;13

Public resistance to tax-supported schools in the South meant that if black

children were to receive more than the most rudimentary education, private

schools Would haVe to be established; Behind each of the many private aced-
etiet_eStabliShed for black children in the late nineteenth century lay a

heartbreaking story of struggle for money and support.

One of the best of these schools was the Haines Normal and Industrial

tUte, founded in Augusta; Georgia, by Lucy Craft Laney. Laney's parents had

botight their freedom before the Civil War, and she had been a memberOf the

first graduating class of Atlanta University in 1873. Georgia provided no

public high schools for blacks, not even segregated ones. At a time when vo-
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cational training for blacks was the voguei_Laney insisted on-high academic
standards at the Haines Institute and offered a full liberal arts curriculum.
In the early 1890s she established Augusta's first kindergarten and a nurses'
training department. Several_of her teachers went on to found their own
schools: _among them were Janie Porter Barrett, who founded the Virginia In-
at8t7tial School for girls (which was patterned on a_vocational model), and
Mary McLeod Bethune, -who founded BethUne-Cookman College in_ Florida and who
later became a consultant to Eleanor Roosevelt on civil rights.14

In 1870 Mary Jane Patterson was appointed principal of the Preparatory High
School for Colored Youth in Washington, D.C. The institute was the predecessor
of Dunbar High School; which was fOr many years the most distinguished high
school for black students in the United States; with a strong and demanding
academic curriculum.

Haines Institute and Dunbar High School were unusual in providing a challenging
academic curriculum for black Students. Another innovative school was the In-
stitute for Colored Youth in Philadelphia, founded by Quakers in 1849. Fannie
Jackson'Coppin, one of the first black students at Oberlin; went to the Insti-
tute in 1865 -to teach Greek, Latin, and mathematics; Within four years she had
become principal of the female department; Coppin was an early supporter of
vocational training in academic institutions. Dismayed at the difficulty
blacks faced in learning skilled trades, she proposed that the Institute raise
money to add industrial training to its program.

Coppih's proposals were made at a time when there was a great deal of interest
in_schemes for vocational education. She urged instruction in highly market--
abld_Skills;_such as the building trades, in- addition to the traditional clas-
sicalledudation. But when induStricliStS and conservatives supported voca-
tional education, they meant a distinct kind of curriculUm, onewhich would
track working-class children directly into the industrial work force. Children
of:blacks and immigrants were especially vulnerable to being tracked. Coppin
disapproved of vocational education as it was offered at Hampton Institute and
at Booker T. Washington's Tuskegee College. When the trustees of the Institute
for Colored Youth accepted Washington's advice, dropped history and Latin from
the curriculum; and, abandoning the school's library; moved the Institute to a
farm outside Philadelphia, Coppin resigned as a matter of principle.15

AMERICAN INDIANS AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Reformers alSO urged industrial training for American Indian children; in the
explicit hope that the younger generation would be weaned away from the "sav-
age" ways of their parents. Most white Americans had little respect for In-.
dian tribal culture; and no regrets about attacking it.

MOST of the Indian schools were boarding schools, established in the belief
that children would be more malleable if they were far away from the_ influences
of their tribe. These schools could be a traumatic experience for the boys and
girls who were sent there. While boys learned trades, girls were usually
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taught only houSekeeping, to fit them to be the wives of the newly "civilized"

Indian boys.

The Director of an Indian BOarding School Reports His Success

The younger ones are the best material to work upon, especially girls;_the lat-
ter from twelve to fifteen yearS of age: They are more pliant and more easily

acclimated. . . .

On the whole they take kindly to cold water and cleanliness, and to civilized
waye.

Southern Workman (Hampton Institute),
June 1879

a*5
An Indian Girl Remembers Her First Days at an Indian Boarding School

A palefaced woman; with white hair, came up after us. We were placed in a line

of girls who Were marching_ into the dining room. These were Indian girls, in

stiff shoes and closely clinging drettet. As I walked noiselessly in my
soft moccasins, I felt like sinking to the floor, for its, blanket had been

stripped from my shoulders. I looked hard at the Indian girls, who seemed.not
to care they were even more immodestly dressed than I. . . . Among our people,

short hair was worn by mourners, and shingled hair by cowards. . . .

I resisted by kicking and scratching wildly. In spite of myself; I was carried

downstairs and tied fast in a chair.

I cried aloud; shaking my head el the while until I felt the cold blades of
the scissors against my neck; and heard them gnaw off one of my thick braids.

Then I lost my spirit. Since the day i was taken_frOM my mother I had suffPred

extreme indignities. . . . In my anguish I moaned ftir my Mettler; but no one

came to comfort me.

I remember how_from morning till evening, many specimens of civilized peoples

visited the Ihdiah tehtio1. The_city folks with canes and eyeglasses, the coun-
trymen with sunburned cheeks and clumsy feet . to boast of their charity to

the North American Indian. But few there are who haVe paused_ to question _

whether real life or long 1,,sting death lies beneath this temblande Of CiViIi-

tatioft

ZitkaIa-Sa, Atlantic Monthly,
February/March 1900
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WOMEN AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational education programs were not simply a neutral alternative to the
traditional curriculum; they were shaped with special attention to class and
to race; Distinctions were also made by sex; a special sort of vocational
training was offered to girls;

The familiar ideology that women were naturally destined for domesticity--an
ideology that had been used so effectively to track middle-class women into
primary school teaching--could also be employed to ststain the kind of voca-
tional education for working-class girls that would, as one historian has re-
marked, "put them in aprons and behind brooms" as maids, cooks, and_seam-
stresses. "Domestic science programs" for girlstaught simple chemistry-in-
terms of food preparation, mathematics in terms of household accounts and the
adjusting of recipes. Women as well as men were often ardent supporters of
this sort of education.16

The distinctive tracking of females into vocational education programs per-
sisted through the 1970s; -as late as 1912, more than 70 percent of female stu-
dents in public vocational programs were enrolled in homemaking or office
Skills courses (conversely, 60 percent of male stadentswere in technical, in-
dustrial, or agricultural programs). These practices were challenged by Title
IX of the EdUcation AMendments of 1972; which prohibits discrimination in any
educational activity ;--the sex-based distinctions in vocational education are
slowly being eroded.17

WOMEN'S ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION

In the first half of the nineteenth century young women had firmly established
their claim to a grade school education. As high schools were developed,
girls attended them. But even though'Oberlin College had_begvn to adMit women
when it opened in 1833,_and a few women's seminaries, such as Mount Holyoke,
had a curriculum demanding enough to approach the level of the college, most
Americans persisted; in the belief that girls should not go to college.

Distinguished physicians_ argued that women's bodies couldnot_stand the strain
of prolonged serious study._ In a best-selling book entitled sex in Education,
'Dr. Edward H. Clar }.e, a professor at Harvard Medical school; argued that the
adoleadent girl who was sent to a female seminary or college

had two tasks imposed upon her at once, both of which required for
their perfect accomplishment a few years of tithe and a large share
of vital force: one was the education of the Drain; the other of
the productive system;_-., . . The system does not do two things
well at the same time;18

Clarke told horror stories: "Miss A--made her brain and muscles work active-
ly, and diverted blood and force to them when her- organization demanded active
work, with blood and force for evolution in another region." The result, he
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announced, was predictable--hemorrhagic menses, pallor* weakness, and inabil-
ity to bear children. Imagine the effect on the parent who read:

It . . . is not asserted here* that_.- . . all the_feMale graduates
of our schools and colleges are pathological specimens. But it
is asserted that the number of these graduates who_have_been per-_
manently disabled to a greater or less degree, or fatally-injured,
by these causes, is such as to excite the gravest alarm.19 ;

The distinguished_psychologist G. Stanley Hall, who taught Americans to treat
adolescence at a dittinct period in individual development, also cautioned
against serious education for women. It should be a principle of women's edu-
cation, he wrote,

to broaden by iotarding; to keep the purely mental back and by
every method to bring the intuitions to the front; appeals to tact
and taste should be incessant; . Bookishness is probably a
bad sign in a girl; it suggests artificiality* pedantry, the lug-.
ging coof dead knowledge. Mere learning is not the ideal* and prod-
igies of scholarship are always morbid. The rule should be to
keep nothing that is not to become practical .. . not to over-
burden the soul with the impediments of librariet.2°

The popularity of ideaslike those of 'Clarke and Hall meant that women would
have to negotiate, persuade, argue, and_fight for access to universities and

colleges. Girls who were bOrn into families -that sent their sons to college
as a matter of course would have to work hard to persuade their parents to let

them go to college too. They_ would have to go to school in the face of teas-

ing. All her life, Ahhie Nathan Meyer* who helped found Barnard College, re-
membered people who had Warned: "Only unattractive girls* undeniable spin-
sters, are really interested in the Higher Education of womeni"21

Mary Church_ Terrell, the First Black Woman Member of the Washington, D.C.,
School :Dabard, Speaks on Education for Women

It Was held by most_people that women were unfitted to do their work in the
hbthe if they studied Latin; Greek and higher mathematics. Many of my friends
tried to diSuadd Me frOM studying fel': an A.B. degree. After_I_had finished_
college my father did not want me to get a Job teaching. He felt that he was

able to support me. He disinherited me, refused to write to me for a. year -be-
cause I went to Wilberforce to teach. -Further, I was ridiculed and told that

. no man would want to marry 4 woman who studied higher mathematics. I said I'd
take a chance and run the risk.

Quoted in Jeanne L. Noble, The Negro
Woman's College Education

)
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Yet women's colleges multiplied in the late nineteenth century: Vassar in
1865, Stith and Wellesley in 1875, Bryn Mawr in 1885. Bryn Mawr required
?respective students to take entrance examinations in Latin; Greek; and math-
ematics, or to pass the equally difficult entrance examination used by Harvard
otalege; To critics who complained that the primary purpose of a woman's edu-.
cation should be preparation for marriage and motherhood, Bryn Mawr's presi-
dent; M. Carey Thomas, replied that critics should "begin by educating their
own college men to be husbands."22 .

Public universities opened their doors to women, though rarely_withOtt
struggle; The University of Iowa; the first coeducational college west of the
Mississippi, was unusual in accepting women from the day it opened in 1856.
When their classrooms were emptied by the Civil War, other midwestern institu-
tions overcame their old hostilities to women in the interests of staying in
business; at the University of Wisconsin; women were_adMitted in 1863; al-
though they were temporarily segregated_in the Normal Sdhobl and lived on a
separate campus. The University_of Michigan, thOUgh founded by the legisla-
ture as a coeducational institution, refused to adMit women until a separate
fund of $100,000 was raised in 1870. AttheUniverSity of Mipsouri; women
were admitted at first only to the Normal School, and then; as the president

conceded:

Finding that -the young women . . . did no matter of harm; we very
cautiously AdMitted them to some of the recitations and lectures in
the University- building itself, providing always they were to be
marched in good order, with at least two teachers, one in front and
the other in the rear of the column as guards. 23

TEACHING AND THE COLLEGE-EDUCATED WOMAN

Young women who insisted on attending college_in the 1890s often had to do so

against stern parental resistance. Even if...their parents_ agreed, they knew it

was unusual for a girl to go to college. And a college education could not
help but have for young women a significance somewhat different froth that for

young men. What would justify these women's break with tradition? What con-
tribution could they make to society that was great enough to justify the ex-

pense to which they had put their parents and the unusual life pattern they

had chosen?

Many female college graduates found that they could justify their educa4don in

a familiar way: by becoming teachers. As college graduates, better trained
than their normal-schoOl-trained counterparts, they hoped to elevate the qual-

ity of the public schools. Their sights were set high. "Elevating the char-

acter of women instructors alone might raise the standard of the national in-

telligence a hundred percent in a generation;" the first president of Vassar

Urged his students.24 As we have seen; many large state universities expli-
citly encouraged women students to study education, tracking them away from

the liberal arts and into the "normal departments."
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THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENT HOUSE

Other college graduates found purp6§e_in Working in the social settlement
houses that were developed in cities in response to the needs of the poor._
Many of the most important settlement hbuses were developed by women: among

them Jane Addams' Hull House -in Chicago and Lillian wald's Henry Street Settle-
ment in New York. At the College Settlement ASSOciationinNew York, it was
common for large ClUatera of young women from the same graduating class to take

up residence in a_Settletent house for several years after graduation, extend-

ing the camaraderie Of college days into several years of social service. These

settlement houses are usually remembered for social services: for their visit-
.ing nurse programs, for_their day nurseries, for the pressure they brought on
urban governtenta_to collect garbage and to inspect decrepit housing; It is

often forgotten, however, that the settlement houses were pioneering, even
radical, educational institutions.

Long before the term outreach was invented, the settlement houses were reach-

ing out to new audiences for learning; Teachers at settlement houses_ undertook
to teach people who were not welcome in the usual schools. They_taught English

to the foreign -born: They taught women who had baked their bread in communal_
village ovens how to cope with American kitchens. Jane_Addams' Hull House had

free reading rooms; It had reproductions of Della Robbia statues in its nurs-
ery.Teachers from the extension division of the University of Chicago came

to teach art and literature classes. Hull House made room fbr a labor museum
and a textile museum, in which the work of women's hands was exhibited; If we

seek to catalogue the contribution§ of women to Aterican education, the work

of the settlement houses must be included in the list;

THE RISE OF THE KINDERGARTEN

While teachers at the social settlement houses were finding ways to teach

adults, others were looking at the younger end of the age spectrum. American

children habitually began SehOO1 in the first grade, where they were immedi-

ately introduded to the formalities of the three R's. Classes were usually

conducted by re-citation; and discipline was severe. In Germany, Friedrich
Froebel_had been developing a different sort of elementary education. It was

his position, as Martin Mayer has put it, that "childishness in children_iS not

something to be despised, but something to be cherished--and used education-

aily."25

The development of the kindergarten in the United States can be traced fairly

directly. Many, perhaps most, of its supporters were women. The first kin-

dergarten modeled on Froebel's work was conducted in_the German language in a

small town in Wisconsin in 1856. It was founded by Margarethe Schurz, who;
with her husband, Carl, had come to the United States as a refugee after 1848

(Carl Schurz went on to develop an important political career and eventually

was elected to the U.S. Senate). Traveling with her husband to Boston, Marga-

rethe Schurz met Elizabeth Peabody, a distinguished Bostonian who was the sis-

ter-in-law of Horace Mann.
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Encouraged by Schurz; Peabody organized the first English-speakihg kindergar:-
ten; When her kindergarten proved successful; Peabody and Mary Mann; her sis-
ter -in -law; wrote a book about the experience and in 1878 founded the American
Froebel Union; which later became the International Kindergarten Union. Pea-

body traveled to Germany to observe Froebel's schools. _She started a news-
paper;the_Kindergarten Messenger; she lectured about_theory and practibe
(some of her lectures were collected in Lectures_to Kindergarteners in 1894);
and she advised people who were trying to establish schOolS of their own.

In Boston, Peabody's most effective supporter_ was Pauline Agassiz Shaw, who
spent .$200,000Of her -own money establishing kindergartens in poor neighbor-
hoods before she fihallY peraUdded the Bostbn SdhoOl Committee to take them
over andtreat them as a regular part of the public school program in 1871;
Their efforts were duplicated across the country. Many settlement houses es-
tablished kindergartens; so did many chapters of the Women's Christian Temper-
ance uftioft. It 1873 Susan Blow persuaded the St. Louis Board of Education to
fund several kindergartens in poor neighborhoods: And in 1878 Kate Douglas
Wiggin established kindergartens in San Francisco public schools.

Modification of Froebel's theories occurred at the turn of the century: in-

stead of stressing only play; kindergartens stressed purposeful educational
games and activities. Among this second wave of kindergarten founders; the
most distinguished were Anna Bryan of Louisville; Kentucky; her student Patty
Hill Smith; who taught at Teachers College at Columbia University; and Alice
Putnam of Chicago, who ran one school at Cook County Normal and then moved to
Hull House.26

In 1870 there were only 40 kindergartens in the country. After a_model kin-
dergarten was displayed at the Philadelphia Centennial in_1876, kindergartens
spread rapidly. By 1880'there wereA00. By 1930 some_778,000 dhildrenat7
tended kindergartens; and the National Education ASSociation recommended that
kindergartens be part of all school systems.27

The women who lobbied -for kindergartens -saw their effort as a movement to hu-
manize early childhoOd education. In their opposition to corporal punishment
and regimentatiOn, in their insistence that normal.childre:i'splaybe brought
into the claSarOOM and made the basis for teaching, they anticipated many of
the tenets of the progressive reformers of the next generation; The women who
supported kindergartens:tended to be middle-class women who were supporting
sensitive methods of child rearing.

There was; also; an element of noblesse oblige and class bias in what they
were doing; "Members of the upper Middle class," writes Robert Church; "ap-
pear to.have initially imported the kindergarten as a means of keeping -their
children out of the early grades of public schools where parents thought the
discipline too harsh."28 Gradually the kindergarten came to be_seen as a way
of socializing immigrant children to a middle-class school. "The great major-
ity of children who do not attend school between five and seven," sneered One
school committee in 1902, "are unfortunately those of foreign parentage, and
as a rule, often of the most ignorant kind. They are the very children Who
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should be in school;"29 These reformers hoped that by influencing the chili
dren they could influence the families; one reformer told this moral tale:

Two "ragged dirty children" bring [presumably from kindergarten]
a flower home to their dingy tenement apartment. The mother has
failed to keep the house clean; the_father is out drinking. OVer-
joyed at seeing the flower, the mother placeS it on a windowsill
only to discover that dirt prevents any sunlight from shining
through the window to the flower. With the window clean, sunlight
reveals the filth of the apartment, which is then quickly cleaned,
the mother is washed and-dressed, and father, overcome by his-new
environment upon his return hoMe, vows to give up the bottle.3°

Sometimes they_seemed overbearing in Spirit. But the supporters of kindergar-
.tens were sensitive to children's heed to play, and they understood the impor-

tance of early_educatibnal experience. Indeed, they anticipated much that
would be embodied in the Head Start programs of the 1960s.



SECTION 4: TEACHING AS A CAREER IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, 1900-1960

Whatever makes teachers appreciate the life of
the community; the spirit of the nation to which
they belong, helps the school The great drawback
in education in the past has been that teachers
knew their books and didn't know life outside

Ella Flagg YOung

Teaching continued to be a woman's profession; by 1920, 86 percent of the na-
tion's teachers were female. Segkegatibh by, sex also persisted; in 1905 only
2 percent of the teachers in urban eletentary schools were men; "In the high
schools," writes David Tyack, "which generally paid more and were more presti7
2ious than the elementary schools, 94 percent of the principals and 38 perce
of the teachers were men. "1

Women who attended college after 1900 were no longer pioneers. They generally

met less parental resistance than their predecessors (although of course that

varied from family to family) and they were more likely to take going to col-

_lege fOr granted. "Between 1900 and 1930," writes historian Paula Faaa,
"there was a three-fold increase in attendance at colleges and universities;"

and 40 to 45 percent of the students were women.2 For many faibilieS, sending

a daughter to college was more an effort to help her meet-eligible marriage
partners than it was an effort to widen her intellectual horizons; going to

college could be "an act of conformity and not an act of indepehdence."3

Prompted partly by their own sense of what was appropriate and partly by a

campus culture that sneered at women who sought nontraditional careers,female
college graduates entered teaching in larger nUtbetS; For example 80 percent.

of the female graduates at Grinnell betWeen 1884 and 1915 became teachers; at
'Berkeley, 90 percent of the female students planned to teach.4 The traditional

claim that teaching was a good job for a woman continued to be heard, but col-

lege women were also warned against treating teaching as a serious profession;

and against seeking managerial toleg; lest they become dried-up, stereotypical

"schoolmarma."5 MOat teachers received their training in normal schools, which
offered a shortek course of -study.

SALARY DIFFERENCES

Those who entered teaching found that it was not a well-paying profession;

many cities beginning teachers of both sexes were paid less well than unskilled

municipal laboters and women teachers were often paid substantially lower

Wages than men In 1905; for example, the average annual salary of a woman who

taught in elementary school in an urban school system was $605; the average
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salary of her male counterpart was ,$1,161, nearly twice as much. The gap was
smaller in high schools, where women were paid, on the average, two-thirds the
salaries paid to men.6

Given the discrepancy between the average salaries of men and women, it fol-
lowed that women teachers would lobby for an equal pay scale. San Francisco
had one of the earliest equal pay laws, passed in 1894 after a vigorous lobby-
ing campaign led by Kate Kennedy, a grammar school principal. The law read:

Females employed as teachers in the public schools of this State,
shall in all cases receive the same compensation as is allowed male
teachers for like services, when holding the same grade certifi-
cates.

Once women achieved the vote, organizations of women teachers had greater po-
litical impact. Within a decade after 1920, ten states had passed equal pay
laws for teachers, although not all these laws were reliably enforced.7 The
difference in aver-- age salaries actually paid to men and women persisted long
after equal pay laws had become general practice. Men were more likely than
women to be hired as high school teachers, for which pay scales continued to
be higher. Differential pay scales between primary schools and high schools
began to erode only ih the 1960s, and then only after serious pressure by
teachers' unions.

THE GROWTH OF TEACHERS' ORGANIZATIONS

Groping for mays to resist low salaries and classes that could run as large as
60 or 70 pupils, teachers in urban school systems began to form teacher's as-
sociations-. The National Education Association had been organized in the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century, and it had begun to admit women in 1866. But
the NEA was dominated by male college professors, who saw themselves as part-
of an educational:aristocracy now threatened with invasion by classroom teach-
ers. In 1903 the NEA actually chose to hold its annual meeting in a hall
whose owners did not permit women to speak.

At the turn of the century, teachers' organizations were organized in New
York, Chicago, Atlanta, and Pittsburgh. In Chicago and Pittsburgh, these as-
sociations opposed the graft and corruption in city governments that affected
school budgets and school board policies. In most other cities; classroom
teachers were critical of the "reform" school boards that were "modernizing"
schools, taking decision7Making powers out of the hands of teachers, and plac-
ing those powers in the hands of a more "efficient" and centralized bureau-
cracy. Most teachers' organizations fought centralization and wished to be
left alone to teach; That the teachers were generally female and the "ex-
perts" male added to the tension between the two groups. Since most classroom
teachers were Women, it_followed that the membership of the new teachers or-

ganizations was female.8

The most vigorous of these associations was the Chicago Federation of Teach-
ers, organized in 1897 by Margaret Haley. The CFT mobiliZed elementary school
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teachers to press.fOr higher salaries and to raise embarrassing questions
about "the misuse of public funds for education. The goals of the CFT included
higher salaries, a sound pention system, and tenure for teachers; Although
the thousands of members of the CFT were unable to vote; they petitioned, they
lobbied, and they led campaigns for child-labor legislation and against cen-
tralization of school governance (which they feared would diminish the power
teachers had in their own schools); In 1902 the CFT joined the Chicago Federa-
tion of Labor and; through it, the American Federation of Labor, bringing
teachers into the national labor movement.

In other cities teachers organized on the Chicago model, and by 1905 they were
joined in a loose alliance called the National Federation of Teachers, with
Haley as president. Haley hoped to create "a great union of working women."9
In New York the Interborough Association of Woman Teachers, led by Kate Hogan,
a teacher, and Grace Strachan, a district superintendent, mobilized same
14,000 members by 1910.

The CFT was a factor in pressing for the appointment of Ella Flagg Young as
superintendent of the Chicago public school system in 1909. She was the first
woman to head a major urban school system anywhere in the nation. Young had
been a school principal, an_assistant superintendent of Chicago schools, and a
member.of the faculty of John Dewey's department of.pedagogy at the University
of Chicago. She supported the introduction of progressive. education strategies
into public school classrooms. She refused to countenance the "school book
trust" and other_spec4_al interest groups that expected to profit from school
contracts, and_she ended the "secret marking system which made the teachers'
standing dependent wholly upon the will of the principal or superintendent."

Young warned that women were "no longer satisfied to do the greatest part of
the work and yet be denied the leadership:" 10 She supported the teachers'
unions. She expected to see many women following her into administrative
roles. She herself led a movement to revitalize the NEA, and in_1910 insur-
gent women succeeded in electing her to its presidency. She redirected the
NEA's efforts toward support of "increasing attention to classroom teachers
[and] endorsing higher salaries; equal pay for equal work, women's suffrage,
and advisory teachers' councils."II

THE DECLINE OF TEACHERS' UNIONS

Despite the great enthusiasm_ with which teachers' unions had begun; their'
growth slowed after_1920. The issue that -had galvanized the first generation
of union membersthe bureaucratization of city schools - -was so well accom-
plishedby 1920_that it seemed impossible to undo, and no other new issue
seized the imagination of the next generation.

DUring the Great Depression, the position of many teachers became insecure.
Complaints about the feminization of teaching persisted; so did disparity of
pay between men and women.- Many American cities adopted the policy of not_em-

ploying married women as new teachers and of requiring single women to resign

immediately upon marriage. This regulation was generally justified on the
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grounds that in a time of scarcity, no single family should monopolize two
jobs; men, however, were not expected to resign from their jobs when they mar-
ried. The regUlation continued to be in effect in many districts, even after
the Indiana Supreme Court had ruled that it was in conflict with the tenure
law, which protected a teacher from arbitrary dismissal.

Th
th
bu

se rules and regulations were less popular as the depression lifted; and
y eroded entirely when World War II drew men into the military and into
iness. Married women were more welcome as teachers; Maternity leaves

(without ply) were arranged during periods of pregnancy and for the child's
infancy (these leaves; however; were usually required, so that young mothers
had several years of enforced unemployment). The indulgence of married women
was defended partly on the basis of fairness--"the object should be the best
teacher available, irrespective of sex"--but also on the ground that

The attractive woman who finds it easy to marry
home is the kind of woman that the schools need
or retain under regulations against marriage. .

women tend to have a saner view on sex, and are
become "queer."12

and
and

establish a
cannot secure
Married

less likely to

Thus the old notion that it was inappropriate for women teachers to be married
was replaced by its opposite) just as stereotyped: that married women were
particularly well suited to be teachers_and that teaching was a particularly
appropriate job for a married woman. The long summer vacation and the six-
hour working day seemed to_permit the integration of family life and career
more easily for teaching than for most professions. A qualified woman teacher
WhO could be hired by any school system could find work wherever her husband
found his. It was generally assumed that the husband's career would define
the family's place of residence and style of life; and teaching was defended
as attractive because it seemed so self- effacing:

NOt until the 1960s and the occurrence of a series of major strikes were
teachers' unions revitalized; The top officers of these unions are still gen-
erally male, although lower ranking officers and most of the membership are
female, reflecting the fact that most classroom teachers are female. Between
1928 and 1968 the number of female elementary school principals dropped from
55 percent to 22 percent.13

PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION AND PROGRESSIVE EDUCATORS

Nineteenth-century educators had tended to think that education was a simple
matter of the transmission of old ideas to a younger generatiOn: the child was
in school to absorb, not to question. In the interests of discipline, the de-
mand -for passive demeanor could be carried to extremes in large urban schools.
At the end of the century, one observer of St. Louis schools complained:

During several daily recitation periods; each of which is from
twenty to twenty -five minutes in duration, the children are
obligd to stand on the line, perfectly motionless, their bodies
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erect; their knees and feet together, the tips of their shoes
touching the edge of a board on the floor. . . . The recita-__

tion is repeatedly interrupted with cries of "Stand straight,"
"Don't lean against the wall," and so on. I heard_one teacher
ask a little boy: "How can you learn anything with your knees
and toes out of order?"14

The early kindergarten reformers had resisted this trend. At the end of the
century a new generation of "progressive educators" extended the work of the
kindergarten reformers to the rest of the grade school,- encouraging active,
not passive, children. The progressive educators_ experimented with ways to
harness the child's natural interest_in play to_the intellectual

training._ They thought of the school as a small community in which children
learned the skills they needed to function effectively -and live happily in
tie community surrounding them. Teachers, they thought, should ensure that
/there was a close relationship between what a child did in school and the
`world thebhild experienced outside the classroom. The school; they thought,
ought -to be treated as "a-means of developing a social consciousness and so-
cial ideals in thildren;"18

Progressive educational reform owes a great deal to the work of John Dewey,
the distinguished philosopher and professor of education at the University of
Chicago and, subsequently; at Columbia University in New York. His major
books, among them The School and Society (1899) and The Child and the Curricu-
lum (1902); are still widely read; Generations of young teachers flodked to
study with Dewey 16 His wife; Alice Chipman Dewey; was a close_ collaborator
and principal of the University of Chicago Laboratory School, where what had

begun as theory was transformed into practice. Ella Flagg Young was also an
important colleague, helping Dewey find empirical form for his ideas and test-
ing them in Chicago classrooms. "More times than I could Well say I didn't
see the meaning of some favorite conception of my own till MrS. Young had

given it back to mei" Dewey observed.17

Many of Dewey's collaborators in progressive educat.ional reform were women.
It may be that women's leadership in the kindergarten movement led them easily

into another effort to humanize educational practices. It may be that because

women had been less welcome in -the educational establishment, they felt more

free to criticize_it. It is also important to remember that the 1920s, a time

when a number of important and innovative progressive private schools were
founded by women, was also a time when the male monopoly of administrative po-
sitions in public school systems was nearly total. It may be that women
founded scl,ols in part because they were blocked from the usual avenues of

advanCOMen, 8

One such founder was Marietta Johnson; who brought progressive principles to

the School for Organic Education in Fairhope, Alabama. JohnSon founded the

school in 1907 and headed it until her death in 1938.

In New York City, Elizabeth Irwin, author of Fittingthe -Sheol te-the_Child;
founded the Little Red School House in 1921. It was funded by the Progressive
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Education Association and linked to the public school system. When publio
funding ended in 1932, Irwin continued the venture as a private school. She

wrote:

We believed in the beginning . , . that children can be happy
in school, that education must,be thought Of in terms of growth
and comes by experiences rather than by merc_learning, and that
life does not begin when school endS but rather, as John Dewey
says, school is life-19

When children at the Little Red School House studied about clothing, they
might do sewing projects and visit tailor shops and stores. When they studied
botany, they were taken to parks to lOok at specimens.. Toes did not have to
be kept in line;_children worked with their hands and played games. Teachers
encouraged social interaction, problem solving, and original thinking. To the

Little Red School Hbuse came some 2,000 visitors a year; to observe and to
learn. The school conducted special classes for public school teachers and
accepted some practice student teachers, hoping to broaden its'impact, which
wa-s by the 19308; already wide. (The Little Red_School House was one of the
earliest consciously integrated private schools.)20

Helen Parkhurst studied in Italy with Maria Montessori in 1914 and returned to
the United States to establish the first Montessori teacher-training school in
America; Parkhurst thus made possible the enormous impact of Montessori's cur-
riculum on early childhood education in America. Parkhurst also developed a
contract plan of education; in which students took great initiative and respon-
sibility for their own classroom activities. The contract plan came_to_be
known as the Dalton Plan, because it was a distinct part of the curriculum at
the Dalton School in New York, which Parkhurst founded and to which other edu-
cators came frequently to observe and to learn. Many schools still use varia-
tions of.the Dalton contracts as a way of encouraging children to work more
independently.

After studying_ with John Dewey, Hilda Taba directed the Center for Intergroup
Education at the University of Chicago. In 1957 she moved to San Francisco

State College. She brought with her a concern for teaching children from a
variety_of cultures, and she developed social studies programs that stressed
good_ relationships among ethnic groups; Late in her life, she pioneered in
developing the TABA books in social studies; an innovative series that_paid a

great deal of attention to ethnic traditions. Because of its distinctiveness,
the TABA curriculum was widely adopted by school districts throughout the na-

tion in the 1960s;

Progressive education became something of a national fad in the 1920s and
1930s. Progressives were proud of their lack of structure. "We send home no

written reports," announced Elizabeth Irwin with pride. "We give no markS, no

gold stars; and we award no prizes. We give tests only to determine if the

children are up to the standard requirements. We assign no_homework in the

early years."21 At Marietta Johnson's School for Organic Education, books
were not used in.classes until the ninth grade, and children were not taught

to read until they showed interest in reading. 22 Critics complained that al-
though progressive education might be pleasant for the children, it delayed
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the teaching of'such skills as reading, writing, and-arithmetic, and thaw even
when those skills were intreduced,Lthey were not effectively taught.

Slowly_ progressive education fell out of favor; the ProgressiveEducationAs-
sOciatiOh_diabanded in 1955. BUt many, perhaps most, of the new curricular
elementa_ihtredUced by the progressive reformers are still part of thecurri-
O UlUM today. Open classrooms, which have become popular in the past two de-
d adea, owe a great deal to the progressive educators of the 1920s.

BLACK WOMEN: FORGING NEW OPPORTUNITIES

One of the most distinguished educators ofjier generation was Mary McLeod
Bethune; The daughter of slaves; Bethune was born in 1875; the first child in
her family to be born in freedom; Her early schooling was provided by mis-
sionary teachers; "the whole world opened to me when I learned to read," she
later recalled.23

Bethune taught briefly at Lucy Laney's Haines Institute; She began her own
school; with five little girls for pupils; in a small cottage in Daytona Beach,
Florida; in 1904: It took courage to maintain a private school_ in a community
that was unwilling to provide decent education for blacks. Bethune alwaya had
to be deeply involved in fund raising as well_as in teaching. Gradually the
school extended its mission. It became a high school; it offered many forms
-of vocational education; it trained teachers. When its students ere denied
medical treatment by the local white hospital, Bethune began acollege infir-
mary that accepted black patients -from throughout the state. The hospital
trained nurses for 20 years, until the city of Daytona Beach finally took it
over. In the 1920e.it was merged with a men's junior college; both weresup-
ported by the Methodiat ChUt-ch and renamed BethUne-Cookman College. By the
time Bethune retired from its presidency in1942; the school was a four-year
college. It received its accreditation in 1948.24

BethUne was a special consultant on Negro affairs to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and a close adviser to Eleanor Roosevelt. Writes Gerda Lerner:

At national and international conferences and conventions; she
became a syMbol of race achievement. Standing up quietly for
her rights; she shamed bigots and weathered innumerable affrenta
by her personal dignity. Her high office and wide influence_
never lessened her deep commitment to thepoor people_ from_ whom
she came and to the militant pursuit of full citizenship rights
for all black Americans.25
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Mary McLeod Bethune Starts a School

We burned logs and_used the charred splinters as pencils, and mashed elder-
berries for ink. I begged strangers for abroomi a lampi_a bit of cretonne
to put around the packing case which served as my deSk. I haunted the city_
dump and the trash piles behind hotels, retrieving discarded linen and kitChen-
warecracked dishes, broken chairs, pieces of old lumber. everything was

scoured and mended. This was part of the training to salvage, to reconstruct,
to make bricks without straw. . . .

The school expanded fast. In less than two years I had 250 pupils. In des-
peration I hired a large hall next to my original little cottage, and used it
as a combined dormitory and classroom. I concentrated more and more on girls,
as I felt that they especially were hampered by lack of educational opportu-
nities. . . .

I had many volunteer workers and a few regular teachers, who were paid from
fifteen to twenty-five dollars a month and board. I was supposed to keep the
balance of_ the funds for my own pocket, but there was never any balance-- nly
a yawning_hole; wore -old clothes sent me by mission boards, recut anf re-
designed for: me in our dress-making classes. At last_I saw that our o y so-
lution was to stop renting space, and to buy and build our own colic

Nearby was a field, popularly called Hell's Hole, which was used dumping

ground. I approached the owner, determined to buy it. The price was $250.00.
In a daze, he finally agreed to take five dollars down,- and-the balance_in two
years. I promised to be back in a few days with the initial payment._ He
never knew it, but I didn't have five dollars. I raised this sum selling ice
cream and sweet-potato pies to the workmen on construction jobs, and I took
the owner his money in small change wrapped in my handkerchief.

That's how the Bethune-Cookman college campus started:

Mary McLeod Bethune, "Faith That Moved a
Dump Heap"

When Bethune began teaching, fewer than 'two out of every ten graduates of black
colleges were women; (Only 22 black women and 134 black men received bachelor's
degrees in 1910.) By 1930, four out of every ten graduates of black colleges
were woMen,; and by 1940; more women than men were receiving degrees from black
colleges.26 Black women continued to represent more than half the enrollment
of black college students until the late 1960s, when the composition by sex be-
came more evenly balanced.

The reverse distribution prevailed_ among whites; between 1930 and 1950; more
White men than white women received B.A. degrees. The reasons for the pattern
Of blatk female college attendance are not yet fully clear. Part of the answer

may lie in the fact that black women could go to college or normal schools to
prepare to be teachers with reasonable assurance that there would be jobs for
thet. Sinte teaching was thought to be a woman's profession, fewer black men
prepared fOr-it; moreover, black men probably experienced more hostility than
black women did for "stepping out of their place" in achieving higher education:
There were no fields other than perhaps the ministry in which an educated black
man could have reasonable assurance of a job upon graduation. In 1950, 58 per-
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cent of all blabk professionals were women (only 35 percent of all White-Pro-

fessionals were women). The U.S. timeauof the_Census ascribed this in part to
"the important group of Negro woman teachers. "27

The first black women to receive Ph:D; degrees were Sadie T. Mossell Alexander

(University of PerIngylvania); Georliana Rosa Simpson (UniVersity of Chicagto);

d Eva Dykes (Radcliffe) in 1921;28 With rare excepticina (Oberlin and Welles-

ley); black women who attended white colleges before 1950 were not permitted to

liVe in the regular dormitories and had to make special arrangements to board

with black families in the area.

A 81,3-Olt WOMan Attends a White.Boarding School

Black women who sought access towhiteeducationaLinstitutions experienced

cruelly heartbreaking snubs. A_young woman whom we know only as "Ruth" was

sent to a boarding school near Philadelphia shortly after World War -I. The

teenager was light-skinned, and the school asked no questions when she was ad-

mitted. But after she had been in'school for a few months, hek mother received

this letter:

My dear Madan: I regret very much the necessity that_compels_me to
broach a matter that must prove a wrong done one of us and not
pleasant to either. There is a conviction growing up among the Mem-
bers of our student body that Miss R bears other thz,m CaUtaSian

blood. If this be_true her presence_here would be contrary to our
precedent and would be received by our alumnae and corporation with
disfavor.Miss R is a quiet, studious young woman;_ and while_her
schoolmates do not approve of race intermingling, they have sus7
pended judgment in her case, and she is treated with dud respect.
shoud_whet we fear prove true, the school would, of course, re-
fund all money paid in after_ deducting_ for her room and tuition
while here. If we are mistaken in this_matter I shall be very sor-
ry to have caused you this annoyance and will take steps to set the

matter right before all concerned. Awaiting your early reply, I am

very truly yours.

(vl
Mary Church Terrell, A Colored Woman in
a White World

WOMEN AND THE RACIAL INTEGRATION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Women and girls were deeply involved in the movement to Integrate American

schools in the 1950s. The landmark case Brown v. Board -of- Education of To-

peka- (1954) was brought on behalf of Linda Bkown, a young_black girl who lived

only five blocks from a white school but was required by Topeka's segregation-

ist policies to travel more than four times that distance to attend a black

school; The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the girl's parents; agreeing with them

that to Separate black children from others "of similar age and qualifications

solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their
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status in the community that may affect their hearts and Minds in a way un=
likely ever to be undone.29

But evenafter the Brown decision, each school system and each individual uni-
versity hadtO deVise its own pattern or integration, and many preferred not
to dO so voluntarily. _For three years AUtherine LUcy, the daughter_ofa share-
cropper, applied for admission to the University of Alabama, the onlyinstitu-'
tibn in the state that offered a program in library science... Not until a fed-
eral district court ordered it was she admitted to the uniVersity; as its
first black student; on Friday, FebruAry 3, 1956.

But when Lucy returned on MOnday, a mob of more than a thousand threw rocks at
the car in which she was being escorted between classes by the dean of women.
Threats were made against Lucy's life It was however, she who was expelled
from the university. Although President Eisenhower mildly deplored the defi-
ance of the law, and although the Birmingham federal court ordered Lucy's re-
instatement, the University of Alabama was not desegregated for seven more
years;

Lucy's actions had focused national attention on the refusal of the Deep South
to carry out the intent of the Brown decision. In 1963,, Gov. George C. Wallace
"stood in the schoolhouse door" to prevent another attempt at integration by a
young black woman, Vivian Malone, and James Hood. Not until President Kennedy
federalized the Alabama National Guard and instructed it to protect Malone and
Hood was the university integrated.

Nor was the Brown decision automatically put_ into effect in secondary and ele-
mentary schools. _On SepteMber 4, 1957, six black_ girls and three boys attemp-
ted to their right to attend Central High School in Little Rock, Ar-
kansas. Gov. Orville Fatbus balled out the National Guard. A New York- Times-
reporter who was watching wrote:

A crowd waited along with the soldier. Suddenly the cry went up
"A nigger! They're coming! Here they come!" , It was fifteen-
year-old Elizabeth Ann Eckford. . . . She walked quietly up
toward a school door, but a National Guardsman barred her way;

To prevent the intrusion of these black children, Little Rock public schools
were completely closed through 1958-59; Finally a federal court declared the
school-closing laws unconstitutional, and the high schools were reopened; the
city of LittleRock had tested the possibility of using troops to resist de-
segregation. The entry of Elizabeth Eckford was a turning point:

On August 12, 1959, Elizabeth AnnEckford, who had walked so
bravely through the mob toward Central High School two years
earlier, made that trip again. Again there was a mob--but this
time the Little Rock police sternly maintained order.30

In the future there would be other threats to black children, but they would
be made by mobS rather than troops or police; Only partially resolved are the
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broader questions of the integration of children who belong to racial and cul-
tural minorities.

IPPauline Fitzgerald, an Elderly Black Woman, Learns of the Brown Decision

Grandmother . . . bundled up Aunt Pauline in the spring of 1880 and sent her
down to Raleigh to St. Augustine's School, which had been organized in 1867
under the Protestant Episcopal Church. . . . _It was a_daring thing_to do; the
first morning Aunt Pauline was Ied into the classroom by Miss Mary Pettiford,
everyone gasped in astonishMent.

"Where on earth did that child- come from?" everybody wanted to know, as the
other students were men and women in their late twenties and thirties.

"They_ brought_ me every subject they studied," Aunt PaUline recalled. "I read
for them, worked problems of arithMetic, answered questions in history, gave
the parts of speech, spelled and recited poetry. . . ." In September 1885 she
put up her hair, put on a long grownup dress and went to take the county
teachers' examination.

"There I was with many 'men and women twice my age," she recalled. "I was so_

afraid they'd find out I was only fourteen and send me home again. . . ." Thus
began a teaching career which did not end until Aunt Pauline was seventy-six.
. . . Always a woman of respectability and moderation with an inner fire, she
was_'a light to others,' spanning the great struggle for education from 1870 to
1955; she was an indomitable force in and out of the schoolroom, motivated by
the belief that she had to give an account to God for every child who came,un-
der her care. . . . My most moving memory of her was the day in her eighty-
fourth year when she read the Supreme Court decision on integration of the
public schools and saicL "Thank God that I have lived to see this come to pass
in my time!"

Pauli Murray, Proud-Shoes
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SECTION 5: TOWARD NON-SEXIST SCHOOLS, 1960-1980

Historians a hundred years hence may consider the
ferment of the 1960's and1970'stO be a major
turning point in the history of American education,
comparable in impact_to the common school crusade
of the mid-n.ineteent,. century or the program of the
administrative progressives in the early twentieth
century.

DaVid Tyack

We have not yet agreed on a simple label for "the Ferment Of the 1960's and

1970's." Perhaps we are still too close to understand it fully. Certainly it

had many elements of the reforms advocated by the fOunderS of kindergartens
and by the progressives: their_resoect_fOr "the childishness of the child,"
their respect for human values in the classroom, their understanding that the
school day was the child's life and shaped the child's values perhaps as
strongly as hom and family_did. The early progressives' insistence on educa-
tiOn for competence-(which later progressives had permitted to erode) was re-
newed, especially after the Soviet Union launched Sputnik in 1957.

REASSESSMENT OF THE SCHOOLS: SEX-ROLE ISSUES

As we have seen, much of this reexamination was initiated by the civil rights

movement. After the Brown decision, schools were_ challenged to_reassess not
only their enrollment policies but also their hiring and promotion practices,
their patterns'of schoolbook purchases, the content of their curricula. Racial

desegregation in enrollment was not enough. It came to_baunderstood that a
history of the United States that did not mention the black experience except
under slavery was shortchanging pupils by giving them a distorted understand-

ing of what had happened in the past. What the civil rights movement had in-
sisted on for blacks could be extended to other minorities and cultural
groups, particularly Hispanics, who were the second largest minority group in

the United States. School_systems, especially in the Southwest; began to re-
structure their_curricula_in Order to reflect the presence of Spanish-speaking

communities. Similar revision was urged for women, both of the way in which
the curricula_ addressed the distinctive experierices of women and of the roles

women played in the school system.

'Efforts to revise the curricula were supplemented by another set of com-
plaints, which grew out of the peace movement and the opposition to the Viet-

nath War. As the earlier progressives had done, the reformers of the 1960s

criticized the way life was lived in schools and argued that most classrooms
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encouraged damaging stereotypes that children would then bring with them into
adult life. Schools were criticized for encouraging young boys to engage in
aggressive play; conscientious objectors suggested that wars might be avoided
if boys received more encouragement for the display of their nurturing in-
stincts. The pattern of consigning early childhoOd education to women because
they were supposed to be more "motherly" was attacked; Teachers usually re-
ceived draft deferments; men began to appear as nursery school teachers;

The criticism of traditional sex roles begun by the antiwar movement was ener-
getically extended by the revitalized feminist movement that developed in the
late 1960s; Feminists undertook a wide-gauged reassessment of education in
Americai from the perspective of students and of teachers at alt levels of
schooling, from nursery schools to the Ph;D; Feminism was not a Monolithic
movement; no single person or group developed this critique; But there was
widespread agreement that the educational system seemed to be favoring males
in the allocation of jobs; in the expenditure of funds, and in the content of
the curriculum. A new phrase was,coined--"sex-role stereotyping"--to describe
the practice of expecting different behavior from boys and girls; this stereo-
typing began when children were infants and seemed to permeate all their edu-
cational experiences;_ from nursery school on. Studies showed that sex-role
stereotypes had even_found their way into apparently neutral portionS of the
curriculum, like mathematicS.

From a Review of Two Fifth-Grade Math Textbooks

Page 45---Out of ten problems, five dealt with girls cooking and sewing.

Page 65--- Problems dealing with club activities: girls are shown Making sand-
wiches, while boys build diViders.

Page 155--Out of ten problems, five deal with boys working at physical activ-
ities, and two problems have girls babysitting and sewing.

Page 173- -There are eleven problems altogether; ten dealing with boys earning
money, buiIding_things, and going places; while one deals with a
girl buying ribbon for a sewing project.

Report on Sex Bias in the T,1,13Iic Schools
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Comments on a Popular Book for Children

One of the most popuIar,childrees_books is Ric ard Scarry's BestWardBook
Ever. The two-page spread called 'Thingc we d ' is particularly instructive

of sex-role distinctions: . . . the boy shop-6--the qirI whispers; the boy
talks--the girl listens, the boy reads, draws--the girl watches tdIdvision,
the boy walks, runs, stands--the girl sits.

Judith Hole and Ellen Levine, The Rebirth
of Feminism

Though_the practiee of separate entrances marked "Boys" and "Girls" had died
out and the literacy gap had been eliminated, segregation on the basis of sex
continued to characterize American Schooling; As late as the 1960s, only girls
took COOkihg; Only boys took shop. In gym, girls were rarely coached in run-
ning, which was considered a male sport; some sportS, like basketball, had
Special rules when played by women;

In other courses-segregation by sex persisted without formal assignments.

Parents and counselors "tracked" girls into subjects considered zuitablefOr
them like languages and poetry, and away from subjects considered suitable
for boys, like mathematics and engineering. The Psychologist_Lucy_SellS.no-s
ticed that even the women who entered the competitive UniverSitY of California
at Berkeley had already severely limitedtheir choice of major by failing to

the_high school prerequisites for the baSic mathematics and science
ccrses.I

In defense of the schoolS, it could be said that the curricula realistically
reflected the actual occupations and opportunities readily open to women. In

this, as in so many other_thing8, the sChdols did not pit themselves against

society;_ rather, they tended to reflect the expectations of the community.
The old ideOlogy that assumed women's work to be incompatible with the family

(despite the fact that most women who worked usually did so in order to
Strengthen their families' economic positions), and maintained that women who

worked should not embark on long-term commitments 1:hatwould take their atten7

tiOnaWay frOt children and husband, was still very strong; perhaps we-should

not be surprised to find it present: in the schools as well as outside them.

Families as well as guidance counselors habitually suggested that a girl con=

Sider only those occupations which could be flexibly scheduled around faMily

duties and her future husband's career (with the implicit message, of course,
that a woman's career was secondary).

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN TEACHING AND ENROLLMENTS

In this context, teaching seemed a particularly goOdCareet for a married
woman, first because it seemed to promise not to conflidt with her husband's

_

and
_

job mobility, nd second because long Summer vacations and relatively short
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working days promised less interference with child care than would be true of
most other professions. In fact, career patterns in public schools had not
changed substantially since the 1920s. Teaching was still considered a
"woman's profession," but women did not have equal access to administrative
positions. The proportion of school principals who were women had declined
substantially since the 1920s, and the decline continued in many areas. A
national survey in 1969 found that whereas 86 percent of the elementary school
teachers were women, 78 percent of the principals were men.2

When the status of women in higher_ education'was reexamined,_ many people were
surprised to discover that although in 1920, 47 percent of the undergraduates
had been women, in 1958 only 35 percent were women. In1920 women had filled
one- third-of college7level faculty positions;_ in 1970 they held less than one-
fourth. The University of Chicago had had a higher proportion_of women on its
faculty in 1899 than it did in 1970. Harvard did not appoint its firSt ten-
ured woman until 1956 (she was Cecelia Payne- Gaposkin, astronomy), nor did
Yale until 1959 (she was Mary Wright, ChineSe history).

Patterns of sex discrimination in higher education affected both students and
faculty Coeducational colleges, universities; and professional schools; com-
plaining that "sex-blind" admissions analyses might result in an entering class
made up of excessive numbers of women; maintained quotas for women; invisibly
restricting their access to higher education; Mome than 40 percent of the fe-
male freshmen of 1968 had high school grades of B+ or better; only 18percent
of the males did. As late as 1975, "although consistently better students
than men in high school, women received only 45 percent of the B.A.s, 13 per-
cent of the professional degrees; and 21 percent of the Ph.D.s."3 Rank and
salary differences between men and women_on college faculties were substantial.
In 1975, 50 percent of the men on faculties were professors or associate pro-
fessors; only 25 percent of -the women had achieved those ranks. And Sdhobls of
education continued to enr011 large_nuMberS of women (as schools of engineering
continued to enroll large numberS of men).

CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL POLICY: TOWARD SEX EQUITY

In the mid -1960s the demand began to be voiced that schools and the federal
government bring co bear the same pressure to end sex discrimination as had
been brought to oppose race discrimination. The firs' manifesto of the
National Organization for Women; published in 1966; included a demand for
equal educational opportunity; The manifesto said it was the right of women
"to be educated to their full potential equally with men." It assumed that
sex discrimination was. generally unwholesome; and it asked for federal and
state legislation to eliminate "all discrimination_and segregation by_sex;
written and unwritten, at all levels of education." In 1966 few people_ac-_
knowledged the pervasive discrimination that existed; by 1972 many studies had
documented its existence; and many new statutes, both state and federal, con-
tained.provisions that affected women's status.

Reformers asked for major changes in the curriculum: from basal readers that
showed motherS at stoves and fathers piloting airplanes, to high school
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EnglishahthOlogies that led students from Shakespeare to_Walt Whittan to

Robert LOWell without- stopping for Jane Austen, George Elibt, or Gertrude

Stein. Attempts were made to see history "through women's eyes "; historians

reinvigorated the study of history by fresh contideratitin of institutions and
experiences that had been of special significance to women. In tollegesa87
high schools; women's studies programs were developed - -by 1980 it was the rare

college that lacked one--and many educators hoped for the full integration of

women's experience in all "mainstream" courses.- (This curricular unit is it-

self an example of that effort.)

Perhaps the most significant congressional action was the passage of Title IX

of the Education Amendments of 1972. Thit statute read:

No per§On_in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
exclUded froth participation in; be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any education program or
activity receiving Federal financial asSistance.10

The impact of Title IX has been substantial. A measure of how great a change

it implies is suggested by the fact that it was not made effectiVe until 1975,

in order to give schools a chance to devise compliance programs. It forced

Mott public institutions to reexamine their curricula. The disparity between

the educational opportunities for girls and for boys in 1972 was especially_

marked in athletic facilities and recreation education, and by 1980 major re

arrangements of physical education programs were under way. Title IX also

had important implications for teachers, requiring

nondiscrimination in employment criteria, recruitment, compen-
sation, job classification and_structUre, fringe benefits; mari-

tal or parental status, advertising_dfjobt, and-handling of

pre-employment inquiries. LeaVet of absence and fringe benefits

must be offered to pregnant employees as they are offered to the

temporarily disabled.4

Moreover, in 1974 the Women's Educational Equity Act acknowledged the_pertit-

tence of edUdational programs that were "frequently inequitable" as they re-

lated to women, and that therefore "frequently limit the full_ participation of

all_ihdiVidualt in American society." It authorized substantial_federal finan-

dial support for the development of mew educational materialt related to educa-

tional equity (of which this curricular unit is one) and research, guidance

counseling, and the expansion and improvement of educational opportunities for

women.
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SECTION CONCLUSION

Ever since the 1790S, when they asked the "Daughters of Columbia" to educate a
"rising generation" to be virtuous citizens in anew;frail republic, Americans
have expected their educators to solve many of the nation's major social prob-

lems. Going to school is an experience virtually all of us share.: _What we are
taucjht-there and the ways in which we are taught are formative experiences, for
better or worse, for all of us.

Children learn mere in school than the three R's. They receive much subtle in=

struction in what is expected of them after they leave school; as historian
Barbara Finkel-stein remarks, institutions of education are also instruments of

cultural, socia14-and economic.definition.1 The walls of the school may_seem
to mark a place of retreat from the pressures of the "real" world, butthey
also act as a perteable membrane; Attitudes and assumptions held by the com-

,.munity will find their way into the ivory tower.

educatorsWe should not, therefore, be surprised to find that ducators have held popu-
stereotypes about women and about what ought to be expected of women. Nor

should we be surprised to find that sex haS structured preTessional opportunity
in teaching as it has in VirtUally_all_Other fields. But we can learn that
the history of American edtdatien has been more complex than wethought; and
that sex_has been a major factor contributing to that complexityAs the his-
torian Patricia Albjerg Grahat points out educational opportunities for stu-
dents and career_ opportunities for adults have long been strongly affected by

"the circumstances of one's birth-780x; race; religion; parents' birthplaces,

and family social and economic status"2 Many studies have evaluated the ef-

fectcif claSS and race on educational opportunity; in these pages we have

tried to identify some of the occasions on whi.ch sex has been an important de-

tertinant of accessto schooling or to careers.

ReVieWing edutational history while watching for the ways in which sex has

made a difference leaves us with a fresh perspective on the Aterican past; It

also leaves us with a long agenda for future research, and many more questions

than answers What difference does it make in the life of a community when

most of its men can read and most of its women cannot?

What accounts for thelspeed at which women apparently closed the "literacy gap"

between 1780 and 1830? Why were there sharp regional variations in the amount
of schooling offered to girls? (One study estimates that on the eve of the

Civil War, when virtually all native-born white women in the North could read

and write, one out of every five Soutaern women could not.)3 Why.did teaching

shift from being a male to a female occupation? Was the popular analogy be-

tween mothers and teachers helpful or confusing to children?4 Why did most
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people accept unquestioningly the proposition that men should supervise the
women who taught?

We need to understand with more subtlety than we do_now the deep ambivalence
with which Americans have viewed intellectual activity among women. On the
one hand, they have supported schooling for girls; indeed, in the late nine-
teenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, Graham reports, slightly
higher proportion of girls than boys was attending schoOl and, furthermore,
the girls increased their lead over the boys in upper age groups."5 Coeduca-
tional_institutions_that made only minor distinctions in the course of study
offered to girls and boys have long been the norm in -the United States, unlike
in most European countrieS.6_ On the other hand, girlS and women have long
been cautioned against learning too much, and against becoming too firMly com-
mited to academic careers. Women have been encouraged to teach at the same
time as they were being warned against turning into sexless, gloomy school-
marms. The stereotype was even given a name: Miss Grundy:? What impact has
this set of contradictory instructions had on successive generations of women
as they have gone about.the business of planning their lives? What difference
has coeducation made in American society? What difference would it have made
if we had continued to segregate schools by sex as we did by race?

Viewing educational history through women's eyes may help us recover a portion
of the past that we have not 1-1311y understood. Ultimately we hope to achieve
a fuller, more accurate understanding of what schools have meant--and might
mean in the future--to the men and women who have made their careers by admin-
istering schools and teaching in them, and to the girls and boys who have at-
tended those schools and been influenced by what the' learned there.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

1. Find an old teacher contract. Cbiripate it with a contract used currently.

What are the differences? What do the changes in the contracts suggest
about our changing ideas abbUt the proper role of teachers?

2. Find an old textbook that was once used in your school district. Compare

it with a current textbook on the same subject for approximately the same

grade level. Comment on the way in which our approach to teaching that

subject has changed;

. Find a textbook that was once used in your school_diStridt fot teaching

history. Compare it with a current textbook on the Same subject for the

same grade level. Comment on the way in whiCh the two books treat

women's experience.

4. Interview a retired teacher about her career. Pay special .atention to

why she chose to become a teacher, the terms of her first contract, and

her relationships with men in the profesSion. (Were her principals al-_

ways male? Does she think that made a difference in the way schools were
run or school policies set?)

5. Find out when kindergartens were intrbdubed in your school district. If
_

you can, find out who was the most instrumental in establishing kinder-

gartens.

6. Fihd out when home economics classes were introduced in your school di-S-

trict. Who was instrumental in-establishing them? Why did the people
Who established home economics classes think they were important?

7. A new school is being built; You are asked to- name -it. What W6man in

your locality (town, city, state) would you choose for,this honor? Why?

what man would you choose? Why?

8. Inquire into the background of your own Schobl of education: How did

prospective teachers receive their training in 1900? If you had been a

student at your-own school in 1900 (or 1920 or 1940 or 1960), what

courses would you have been required to take?

9. Many schools of education began_ as a "normal school," which was enlarged

into a "teachers college" and then became a "state college:." Did your

own school undergo such a ;transformation? If it did; fina *the local and
_ _

_

student newspapers ofthe time of change. Was there an argument about

the change? Why was it supported? Why was it resisted?
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10. Is there a teachers' organization in your community? When was it founded?
What proportion of its membership is male? What proportion of its member-
ship is female? If it has published a newspaper or newsletter; review
back issues. Can you identify the problems that have seemed of most sig-
nificance to teachers in recent years?
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